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PREFACE 

This thesis explores the·impottance of the burlesque aspects 

of Joseph Andrews, a novel by Henry Fielding· published in 1742. 

The· Preface. of.· the novel set forth a comic. theory which was entirely 

English and-which Fielding describes as a·11kind of writing, which l 

do not remember-· to have seen· hitherto attempted in our language". 

(xvii) •1 . The purpose of this paper will be to d.iscuss. the influence 

o:f; the burlesque .in formulating the new-genre which Fielding implies 

is the cow,:l..c equivalent of the epic. 

Now, .·a· comic· romance is a comic epic poem in prose 
4iffering from comedy, as the--·serious epic from tragedy 
its action· being· more extended ·and· c'omp:rehensive; con
tainiµg ·a ·much larger circle of·incidents, and intro
ducing a greater ·variety of characters~ - lt differs 
:f;rO'J;l;l the serious romance in its fable and action,. in· 
this; that as in the one·these are·grave and solemn, 
~o iil the other they·are·light:and:ridiculous: it• 
differs in its characters by introducing persons of. 
;i;nfet,ior rank, and consequently; of· inferior manners, 
\fher~·as the· grave· romance sets the highest before us: 
lastlJ, in its sentiments and diction; by preserving 
the'..·ltldicrous instead of the. sublilp.e. ·· In the diction, 

· r' t~k, burlesque itself .may be s6,met:i.tnes admittec;1; 
(l)f which many instances will occur inc this work, as 
in t~~ ·description ·of the battles, a,a.d. sonie other· pl~ces ,. 
not t,:&cessary to ·be pointed out to ·the·0 cla.ssical· reader, 
for ,whose intertainlllent·those·parodies .. G>r burlesque 
imitations are· chiefly- c:alcuiat-ed:. · '(x'Viii) 

Critics of the comic epic poem in prose have studied its tradi-

tion, its purpose in the age, and its evolution from Fielding's own 
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literary experienceo 
. 2 

One study made·by Martin C. Battestin explores 

the moral basis of Fielding's art. Battestin believes that although 

Joseph Andrews is rich in comedy, it is also very serious in its 

didactic purpose to correct the manners of the age. A study made by 

Ethel Thornbury3 discusses the epic proportions ofFielding's novels. 

Other critics who have contributed significantly to a better under.

standing .of. Fielding's theory are ·Maynard Mack, 4 Wilbur Cross, 5 

A. E. Dyson,6 A. E. Digeon,7 and W. B. Coley.a 

Although each writer aclcnowledges the intrusion of the "parody 

and burlesque imitations,'(xviii), none recognize its influence in 

the very structure of the genre. Generally, critics believe that 

Fielding begaii Joseph Andrews as another of the many burlesques of 

the novel of virtue, Pamela, but stumbled onto the character of 

Adams and abandonedhis original purpose.in order to pursue an art. 

form of his own invention. 9 While it is true that Fielding obviously 

burlesqued scenes from Pamela in Joseph Andrews, it is more important 

· that he intentionally used the parody and burlesque imitations to 

make the conventional epic form a comic work. 

To develop this idea, I have divided the study into three parts. 

The first chapter attempts to define burlesque and examines its 

influence in the age of.wit; the age during which Fielding was 

developing his literary theory. The second chapter is a refinement. 

of the first, discussing Fielding's purpose for using burlesque ;in 

the novel. The third chapter discusses the burlesque of the heroic 

epic conventions, -Fieiding' s method .for making the epic in prose a 
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poetic comic,worko 

' ~ .. ·; 

Several. problems presented' them.selves in this study--some of 

which were only partially resolvedo First, while burlesque is 

generally acknowledged as. existing in the general fra)llework 9f the 

age as a.popular medium, there are no studies which place it in its 

rightful position, however low it may be~ as a cantriputing factor 

to the temper of the ageo 

The second problem was sorting out the meanings of words in 

order to.discover the defi.nitions understood by.Fielding when he was 

writing Jose:ehAndrewso In some cases only context can determine a 

possible meaning for terms· such as "ridicule," "burlesque, n or 

"parodyo" Since there were few dictionaries during Fielding's age, 

one must rely almost exclusively upon use in context by critics con-

temporary with Fielding-~critics who are not always especially con .. · 

cerned with defining termso As a result, meanings are often notional 

or subjective rather than lexicaL . For instance, Fielding's own 

definition of ridicule is subjective in that he departs from the 

traditional definition in order to adjust the medium to his theoryo 

On the other hand, his definition of burlesque·is the traditional 

lexical meaning. during the 18th centuryo ·. Only some time after the 

publication of JoseE_h Andrews~ 1742, does one find attempts to define 

words objectivelyo .For instance, Samuel Johnson (1755)10 and Henry 

Home Lord Kames (1761) 11 intended their studies to be objective, but 

even their definitions were based upon opiniono The accuracy of the 

definitions, then, as they are presented here must necessarily be 
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limited to the evidence gleaned from the 18th centuryo 
i . 

The third, and perhaps the most difficult,· problem was effec~ 

tively <;lesc.ribing the complex age in which rielding was. writing 

Jose2_h Andrewso The year.1742 was near the end of an age.which con---

sidered itself the age of wit and at the be~inning~ of an age Which 

was soon to become the roman.tic ageo The age·of wit was·disente-

grating for a number of reasQnSo· ];irst~ the· true w:tt resembling 

ideas was being overtaken by the :l;alse wit· ~hich resembled words in 

such exercises as punning and other plays on wordsol2 Excess and 

exaggeration extending to men rather than manners degraded the 

spirit of wit. On~ form of exaggeration, sentimentalism, which 

exaggerated emotional circumstances was already well developed in 

the drama in such plays as Steele's The Conscious Lovers. Later 

forms of.sentimentalism appeared in.the verse-of the Graveyard 

School of poetry. Fielding himself .reacted to a sentimental work, 

Pamela, when he began Joseph Andrewso Various reactions against 

neo=classical points of view ultimately ended the age of wit and 

ushered in the approaching romanticism. 

The sensibility of the coming romantic age emphasized love 

for the simple life of the rustic and contempt for cities and con-

ventiona.l society. Fielding's. novel glorifies the rural ex:1,.stence . 

and implies that city life is corrupting as in the case .of Josepho 

Also associated with sensibility was a benevolence which grew out 

of a desire to sympathize either in joy or sorrow·with one's fellow 

humanso The Earl of Shaftesbury had first recognized this innate 
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human _characteristic and Fielding introduces it into his theory to 

offset the sting of riducule which he often used with burlesque. 

For a fuller understanding of the compl~;i.ties;of the age in which 

Fielding was writing, I have relied ;f;or the '!]),Ost part on an exhaus..,.. 

tive study made by _D. Juqson Milburn; The.'Age of Wit$13 

The last problem with which I dealt was -·the· study of the 

mock-heroic and its relatiop.ship to the burlesque.in Joseph 

Andrews. Ethel M •. Thornbury' s Henry Fielding·'s· Theory ..2f the 

Comic Epic~ ~ Prose was particularly helpful- in my study of the 

history of the epic form in.England.14 Another work, R. L. Brett's 

.Th! Third.!!!:!.£!. Shaf.tesburx: A StudyJ&'Eighteenth.,..Century 

Literary. Theory, , was also_ helpful in describing the decline of 

the epic poem.15 English writers from Chaucer's time attempted to 

write epics, but only Spenser with his Faery Queen and Milton with 

his Paradise. Lost succeeded in writing notable· epics.16 All other 

epic writings were insignificant,. and. interest in ·the epic waned 

after Milton's publication. By the tim.e scientific discovery and 

intellec'tual searchi:ng for truth ushered in .the age of reason anc;l 

wit, the heroic epic was disappearing as a popular medium of art. 

There were several reasons for its decline as an art form. 

First, the rules which commanded the composition of the epic form 

gave way to an emerging insistence of each individual to judge for 

himself what rules were necessary. A feud arose·between the so

called ''ancients'' and "moderns" over this very idea. Besides, some 
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English critics felt no need to search the classical writers for 

models when England could boast her·own classical tradition in the 

writings of Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Miltono Last, the comic 

spirit of the age deflated that which was serious by making fun of 

it. As a result, the serious epic could find no place in an age 

which was persistent in mocking it. As· a result, the heroic epic 

gave way to the mock-heroic or mock-epic, a genre which could well 

sustain the comic spirit of the age. From this mock-epic form 

fielding would derive his comic epic poem in prose" 

I would like to take this opportunity to express my apprecia

tion for the assistance· and guidance given me by the members of my 

committee, especially Dr. D. Jud$on Milburn who was always avail

able for counsel, encouragement; and helpful suggestions for improv

ing my thesis. I am also grateful to Dr. Samuel Woods, whose read,

ings of my thesis resulted in pertinent ·observations which I used 

to strengthen my thesis. 

In addition I would· also like to thank Dr o E. E. Vineyard, 

President, and Dr. G. E. Burson, Dean, of Northern Oklahoma.College, 

Tonkawa, who encouraged me and granted me ·summer study funds for 

work on my degree. 

Finally, I would like to express my appreciation to my sister, 

Mrs. Barbara Walton, who patiently read my thesis for logic and 

development, and to my parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Q. Polk, who 

encouraged me in.the completion of this thesis. 
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FOOTNOTES 

lthroughout this thesis, quotations from Joseph Andrews are 
taken from Henry Fielding, The Adventures£!. Joseph Andrews, with 
an introduction by Maynard Mack (New York, 1966). Roman and arabic 
numerals indicate, respectively, the book and chapter of the novel 
wherein the quotation or reference will be foundo Quotations or 
references to the Preface will be indicated by lower case roman 
numerals. 

2The Moral Basis of Fielding's Art: A Study of Joseph Andrews 
(Middletown, Conn., 1959), PPo 3-130 

3Henry Fielding's Theory of!.!!!_ Comic Prose Epic (New York, 
1966), pp. 95-111. . 

4Mack, ed., Joseph Andrews, pp. vii-xvi. 

5The History 2f Henry Fielding, 2nd ed. (New Haven, 1918), I, 
314-359. 

r 
611Satiric and Comic Theory in Relation lo Fielding," Modern 

Language guarterly, XVIII (September 1957), ~25-237. 

7.'.!h!_ Novels of Fielding (New York, 1925), pp. 39-90, 

8"The Backg;r;ound of Fielding's Laughter," ELH, XXVI, 229-252, 

9Mack, ed., Joseph Andrews, p. x. 

lOA Dictionary of the English Language (1755), I (New York, 
1967). . . 

llElements of Criticism (1761), ed. James R. Boyd (New York, 
1883). Henry Home was a Scottish philosopher born at Karnes in 
Berwickshire. He was called to the bar in 1723 and raised to the 
bench as Lord Karnes in 1752. Elements of Criticism is his best 
known work. ~ 

12Joseph Addison, The Spectator, Nos. 58-62 (1711), in The 
British Essayists; with Prefaces, ed. Robert Lynam, IV (London, 
1827), 216-237. 
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13The Age of Wit (New York, 1966). 

14Thornbury, Comic Prose Epic, pp. 70-94. 

15London, 1951, pp. 22-176. 

16Ibid., p. 22. 
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<;:~TERI·· 

THE TRADITION OF BURLESQUE 

The burlesque.aspects of Joseph Andrews by-Henry Fielding 

reflect a rich tradition of burlesque which grew-in ··an age in 

which burlesque could flourish. The eighty-odd years from 16'60, 

when.King Charles II was restored·to the throne·of England, to 

· 1742·, when Joseph Andrews was published, was ·an age agitated by 

change and alarms. A succession of Kings and queens ascended the 

throne which resulted in frequent political· change. And th,e 

Industrial Revolution had brought-about ·a rapitlly·changing social 

structure for which England was unprepared. 

The most significant change, however, was the emergence. of a 

new philosophy which believed ·that discursive reason was superior 

to all else, including religious faith. ··Descartes, an eminent· 

French philosopher who propounded.t:he·tdea, had refused to take 

for granted even his own existence. His "Cogito ergo Sum" became· 

a constant reminder of the importance of thinking.· The fact that 

he could think, he believed; demonstrated the existence of his 

very soul, of God, and even of himself. Authority and faith-had 

nothing -t;o do with his belief. l 

Scientists applied his principle of thinking coupled with 

observation to make some enlightening discoveries that would 
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influence fu~ure generationso · In studying man's relationship to 

the universe, Sir Isaac Newton formulated the·law of gravitation, 

meanwhile making other.observations that· laid foundations in the 

sciences of mathematics and astronomyo Robert 'Boyle established 

the foundations for modern chemistryo Their physical discoveries 

of the material world and the influerice of the philosophy empha

sizing the importance of the human intellect plunged England into 

the very midst of a scientific ~evolution, ironically a revolution 

that would foster the growth of burlesque. 

2 

In England, the philosophers Bacon, Hobbes, anq Locke all 

belonged in various ways to the subsequen·t scientific movement 

which began in the 17th century. No longer were scholastic 

theories accepted as facts, as authoritarian statement.s that needed 

only to be restated periodically. With the scientific attitude of 

inquiry, observation, and discovery, ancient theories were rejected 

until they were proven. Sir Francis Bacon in his Novum Organum 

(1620) described and advocated an inductive and experimental 

method of scientific procedure. This work gave the cause publicity 

and lent it his prestige. He believed that·man should conquer the 

physical world of Nature and use it for his convenience. 

Thomas Hobbes in his Leviathan (1651) defended. the cause of 

monarchy, rationalizing that man made a primi.tive contract with 

God sacrificing liberty to gain order. He and his followers 

searched for the real world through· scientific investigation, 

seeing th.e world as a giant machine put in motion by a. higher 



being and worked by forces which could only be explained by 

mathematical formulas. He spent his life craving for order, 

explaining the intended order of the universe. He also sought 

to expose those who would bring about.disordero 

John Locke sought to explode the presumption of the existence 

pf in.nate ideas in his Essal Concerning_ Human Understanding (1690). 

He believed that·the human mind begins as·a blank sheet of paper. 

It then receives all of its impressions from the external world 

by means of the senseso Thus~ through observation and experience 

witli. the external world, man forms his own ideas. Although each 

differed slightly in his philosophy, all three stressed the 

importance of thinking as opposed to feeling, The new philosophy 

was not without OppO!iiition~ however.--an opposition which would 

nurture a cl:unate ccmdudve to the ;~rowth of burlesque. 

Early in the age a dilemma a:):'P1:1e when the new philosophy 

altered the spiritual views that poetry and religion had held 

sacred. Scientific facts seemed to cast doubt on the validity of 

the Scriputres as well as religious faith based upon feelingo One 

method of reconciling the new and old philosophies was that employed 

by the Cambridge Platonists, a group 9£ divines. By using Neo= 

platonic doctrines, they were able tQ mak.e the scriptures compatible 

with science by interpreting them iµ ~erms o~ allegory or.mythologyo 

By believing that this world is a shadow of the real world which 

lies behind it; tb,e Cambridge PlatJnists could describe the spi'rit

ual world by usini the materia.,1 world as symbolso Their idealistic 
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philosophy which they composed by uniting science and the Christian 

faith could be utilized to restate in acceptable terms disc.rep

anci.es in the chaqging societyo2 

The most dominant method of dealing wi.th the confusions and 

conflicts which imposed themselves upon this agell however~ was 

the use of a sharp-tongued instrument known as wito3 Men of 

letters deemed this process of intellection the most potent weapon 

for discovering trutho In coffee houses where men gathered who 

prided themselves on their facility for witty expression~ t;he 

controversies of the day were subje.cted to judgment over a cup of 

chocolate or a good pipeo In drawing rooms as well as the public 

meeting places~ the Tatler and Spectator reached out with their 

instruments of wit to comment upon the manners of men of the day~ 

often calling attention to some vice or folly that the reader 

could recognize in himself" The theaters and shows were other 

popular places for exercising wit upon a controversial subject, 

whether it be a new farce on Colley Cibber by Henry Fielding or 

a comedy of manners by William Congreveo The spectators~ them

selves, found the theater a convenient gathering place where they 

could exchange wit with acquaintanceso So wit did not confine 

itself strictly to literatureo It was a spirit that pervaded 

the whole of the age~ a spirit which would employ as one of its 

instruments the tradition qf burlesqueo 

The most important aspect of wit at its best is its moral 

seriousness. Although 1:1 satirical device, it maintains the highly 



serious purpose of discovering truth by exposing vice and by 

laughing folly out of existenceo This attribute of wit was based 

on the belief of the rationalists that all men are basically good, 

have a.moral sense, but inadvertently are sometimes led astray by 

outside circumstanceso The literary men believed that if they 

pointed out these errors through wit; the innately good people 

with thei·r r~tionis ca12ax would see their folly in its true light 

and literally laugh it out of e:xistence.4 

The third Earl of Shaftesbury most notably developed this 

test for truth which would provide an answer to the conflicts 

brought .about by the scientific inquiry •. In A Letter Concerning 

Enthusiasm to.l;.ord Somers in 1699~ he put forth the theory that 

5 

the poetic imagination can be as true as the conceptual statement:.5 

The test for this truth can be faun~ in ridicule, a term Shaftesbury 

used syncanym9usly with the wit c;if the age. 

The provocation for this letter .came when refugee peasants 

from Cevennes, who invaded England after fleeing from the 

Revocation of the Edict of ~ant~s, presented a problem with their 

extreme fanaticism. Shaftesbury gravely suggested that the most 

effective way to treat fanaticism was by ridicule, and the test 

of truth was whether a belief or principle could stand up to such 

treatment.6 Freedom to exercise this ridicule was necessary, 

however; he illustrates in his letters: 

Let but the search go freely on, and the .right measure 
of everything will soon be found. Whatever. bumor has 
got the start, if it be unnatural, it cannot ~old; and 



the ridicule, if ill-placed at first, will certainly 
fall at last where it deservesa7 

He restates the same ideas more emphatically in.The-Freedom 

of Wit and Humour a fewyears later~ 

Truth, 'tis supposed, may bear all lights; and one· 
of those principal lights,. or natural mediums, .by 
which things are to be viewed,· in order to a thorough 
recognition, is ridicule itselfo a o .8 

Milburn has pointed out that Shaftesbury actually meant wit 

here instead of ridicule since, among several evidences, the terms 

of light to discover truth which he uses to describe ridicule 

have long been used for defining wita9 .Since Shaftesbury was not 

particularly concerned with semantics in describing his moral 

6 

theory, nor with a direct definition of wit, he cou,ld certainly use 

the words interchangeably because they are so closely associated. 

Shaftesbury was not the only critic of.the age to suggest 

that laughter could serve a moral purposea Others had made-the 

same suggestions: Rapin in his. Reflexions (1674), Jeremy Collier 

in his Immorality of the En_Klish Stage (1698), and Dennis in his 

Large Account of the Taste of Poetry (1702).10 But Shaftesbury's 

articulation of the theory, totally published in his Character-

istics in 1707, distinguisµed itself becaus.e he went farther by 

suggesting that all evils/ which masqueraded a:s virtues, and false-

hoods that posed as truth~ should be bareda Ridicule, if given. a 

free reign, will discover anything that is evil or unnatural:-

Nothing is ridiculousj) except what is de;Eormed; 
nor is anything proof. against raillery, except what is 



handsome and justo And therefore 'tis the hardest 
thing in the world to deny fair honesty the use of 
this weapon, which can never bear an edge against 
herselfo 11 

7 

Because of this qualification, his theory became the statement 

of the moral purpose of wit during the age of wito It is this 

tradition. of a witty seriousness articulated by Shaftesbury that 

Fielding wou.ld incorporate into his comic epic poem in prose. 

Shaftesbury died before he knew of the tribute.paid him by General 

Stanhope in a letter to Sir Jo Cropley on April 26, 1712, for it 

epitomizes the influence he was to have on the age~ 

I cease not to study Characteristics, anc;l find my value 
and admiration for the au th-or- increase daily, nor do I 
believe anything hath been writ these m,an:y, ages so likely 
to be of use to mankind~ by improving men·1 s morals as well 
as their understandings. I can at least affirm of myself 
that I am the better man for the study I have bestowed on 
them, and if I mistake not very much they will occasion 
a new turn of thinking as well as writing~ whereby our 
English authors may become hereafter more instructive 
and delightingo 12 

The· comic arts were a most natural medium for the moral 

purpose of wito John Dennis believed that "the design of Comedy 

is to amend the follies of Mankind~ by exposing themo 11 13 In fact. 

he extends his design upon all classes of men; 

For Folly, as well as Vicei i.s personal~ and the 
Satyr of Comedy falls not upon the order of Men 
out of whi.ch the Ridiculous Characters are ta.ken, 
but upon the Persons of all Orders: who are affected 
with the like Folliesa14 

His Defense of_ Sir Fo;el_ing Flu_tter ~ in emphasizing the moral 

purpose of comedy, also advoc.ates exposure of vices and follies 

of all men: 



For as 'tis the.Business of a Comick Poet to cure 
his Spectators of Vice and Folly, by the Apprehension 
of being laugh.'d at, 'tis plain that his Business must 
be with the reigning Follies and Vices •••• What 
vices and Follies may infect·those, who are to come 
after us, we knew not; 'tis the present~ the reigning 
Vices, and Follies, that must be the Subjects of our 
present Comedy~ The Cornick Poet therefore must take 
Characters: from such Persons.as are his Contemporaries, 
and are infected with the foresaid Follies and Vices.15 

Although Fielding's cautious attitude toward the use of wit 

reflects its reputation in the years he was writing, his under-

standing of the moral purpose of wit can be seen from several 

excerpts from his writings.16 This one from The Cham.2._ion_, 

January 3, 1739-40, cautiously expresses his admiration for the 

proper use of wit. 

When wit hath been used, like that of Addison or Steele 
to propagate virtue and morality; when like that of Swift~ 
to expose vice and folly; it is then only that these 
become commendable, and truly worthy of our praise and 
admiration.17 

He further aligns himself with the age of wit. in his Dedication to 

Don Quixote in England: 

Socrates, who ,owed his destruction greatly to the 
contenipt brought on him by the comedies of Aristophanes, 
is a lasting instance of the force of theatrical 
ridicule: here, indeed this weapon was used. to an 
ill purpose; but surely what is able to bring wisdom 
and virtue into disrepute, will with great facility, 
lay their opposites under a general contempt. There 
are ~ong us who.seem so sensible of.the danger of 
wit and humor that they are resolved to have nothing 
to do with them: ar).d indeed they are in the right on 
't; for wit, like hungeri will be with great difficulty 
restrained from falling on, where there is gre~t plenty 
and variety of.food.18 

And in his Dedication to the Honourable George Lyttelton, Esq., 
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in his Tom Jones (1749), he also lists wit as his method of attack 

on the follies and vices of meni 

Lastly, I have endeavoured strongly to inculcate 
that virtue and innocence can scarce ever be injured 
but by indiscretion, a.nd that it is this alone which 
often betrays them into the snares that deceit and 
villainy spread for theme A moral which I have the 
more industriously laboured, as the teaching it.is 
of all others, t:he likeliest tQ be attended with 

. l . 

success, sin,ce I believe it is tp.uch.easier to mak:e 
good men wise than to make bad men goo4. 

For these purposes I have employed all the wit 
and humour of which I am master in the following 

. history, wherein I have endeavoured to laugh mankind 
out of their favourite follies and vices. How far 
I have succeeded in this good attempt I shall submit 
to the candid reader~ with only two requests: first, 
that he will not expect to find perfection in this · 
work; and secondly, that he will excuse some parts 
of it if they fall short of that little merit.which 
I hope may appear in others.19 

In both his negative and positive attitudes toward this spirit, 

he reflects an ambivalence typical of the entire age. 

It was natural, therefore, for Fielding to reflect this 

influence in his first noveL The effectiveness of Fielding's 

alignment with the age can be s.een in a letter from a Miss Carter 

to a Miss .Catherine Talbot in 1809 which compliments· Fielding on 

his Joseph Andrews: 

Joseph Andrews contain,s such a surprising variety of 
nature, wit, morality, and good sense, as is scarcely 
to be met with in any one composition, and there is 
such a spirit of benevolence runs through the whole, 
as I think it renders it peculiarly charming. The 
author has touched some particular instances of inhumanity 
which can only be hit in this kind of writing, aJ1d I do 
not remember to have seen observed anywhere else; these 
certainly cannot be.represented in too detestable a light, 
as they are 1;10 severely felt by persons they affect, and 
looked upon in too careless a manner by the rest of the 

.9 



world.20 

The wit which she recognized in the novel was the most.effective 

and certainly the most deligl:itful means which Fielding used for 

testing th.e truth. 
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Among.the·instruments of wit.which Milburn.;Lists as effective 

in carrying out the.purpose of wit .is the bui:lesque of Butler's· 
. . 

lludibras, as well as the personal satife of Dryden's~ Flecnoe, 

the comedy ·of Congreve's The Way££.~ World, the raillery of 

Addison.and Steele's Spectator, the.moral satire of Pope's 

Epis·tles, the mock-heroic of Garth~ s Dispen+sary, the ridicule of 

Gay's-The Beggar's.Opera, and.the irony.of Swift's Gulliver's 

1 21 Trave s. · Fielding's chief instrument of .wit was .. burlesque. 

Milburn discusses five media of wit which he discovered the most 

often named and de:fi,.ned in the age-.-criticism, satire, ridiculef 

raillery, and humor. Though not defined, Burlesque, as well as 

caricature, mockery, mirth, irony, and. merriment, was also an 

attitu<;le and an apP;roac~ to wit; according to Milburn.22 

Tp.e word ''burlesque" presents a real problem in definition. 

Samuel Johnson. warned of this difficulty in The.Rambler, No. 125, 

in 1751: 

It is one of the maxims of the civil law, that 
definitions are hazardous. Things modified by human 
understandings, subject to varieties of co~plication, 
and changeable as experience advances knowl~dge; or. 
accident influences caprice, are scarcely to be 
includecl i,n any standing form of expression because 
they are always suffering some alteration of their 
state. Definition is, indeed, not the province of 
man; every thing is set above or below our facQ.lties.· 



Nevertheless, attempts to define burlesque have been made by such 

critics as George Kitchin in his A Survey of Burlesque and Parody 

in Engl:ish (1931)23 and Richmond Bond in his English Burlesque 

Poetrx._ (1932)24 with little appreciable success as to the meaning 

LI, 

in the age Fielding was writing. · Kitchin hardly distinguishes 

betwee~ burlesque and parody.25 Bond, who confines himself largely 

ta verse, employs a complex progression of terms in whi~h travesty 

and hudibrastic comprise the first part of the age and the term 

burlesque moves to a more exalted form in the latter part of the 

age in the form of the mock~heroic and parody. Burlesque itself 

he appoints, as the generic t~rm for these forms.26 He is generally 

said to be i:p.genio-us though outdated in his nomenclature, although 

such a twentieth century critic as Irwin considers his definition 

of burlesque to be valid in defining Fielding's burlesque.27 Other 

minor attempts to define burlesque have also proved unsatisfactory. 

While contemporaries with Fielding did not define the term, 

its meaning ~ust have been known since the term was often used to 

describe a particular work. Addison comes closer than any other 

writer to definition when he explains the nature of the two kinds 

of burlesque in the Spectator, No. 249, December 16, 1711: 

Burlesque is therefore of two kinds; the first 
represents mean persons in the accoutrements of 
heroes; the other describes great persons acting 
and speaking like the basest among the people. 

Perhaps his view characterized all efforts to define burlesque: 

understanding and definition came inductively from the experienee 



of having contact with ito 

The etymology of burlesque gives a few hint.s toward a 

q.ef:f.nition of the term, and it reveals certain aspects of t;he 

word which comfortably place the age of wit as a very effective 

weapon. The term was first used in Italy in the fourteenth 

century by the poet Berni when he published his volume of 

l3url.esgue RhY)nes,28 He derived the word from the Italian burla 
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which meaµt "ridicule~ mockery :i'' but it was imported to England from 

the Fre~ch who had borrowed it from the Italianso29 The words 

burla and burlare were listed in John Floria's Worlde of Wordes, 
. . . - . 

.Q!.. Most Copious ~ Exact Dictionarie in Italian and English (1598) 
:I 

without definitions. Apparently by 1656 th.e English word itself 

had acquire~ an articulated meaning for Blount's Glassographia 
:1 

gave a. shor[l: definition of the word burl.esqt!e as "drolish, merry, 
1! 

pleasant." ': The 1681 edition added "also merry or d:i:;-olish Poesie" 

since the bulk of burlesque writings at this time was in verse 

form.30. 

A 1658. definition by Edward Phillips in his New World of 

English Words defined burlesque similarly to Blount, "merry, 

drolish. 11 The Glossographia Anglicana ~ (1707) added '1or a 

mock Poetry" to usual "merry, drolish" and made no further changes 

in the 1,719 edition, 31 The "ridicule, mockery" aspects of 

burlesque seem to disappear·from the glossaries and word books 

until 1707, but tp.e Oxford English Dictionary includes·the element 

of ridicule in its de'finition for burlesque for that same period 



of time: 

That species of literary composition, or of dramatic 
representation, which aims at exciting laughter by 
caricature of the mann.er or spirit of serious works, 
or by ,l.4dicrous treatment of their subj'ect:s.32 

Between 1719 and 1755, when Samuel Johnson publisqed his. 

Oict-ionary, the element of ridicule became almost synonymous with 

burlesque. Apparently no dictionaries or word books listed, the . 

word during these years, but when.the word appeared in Johnson's 
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Dictionary, he stressed ridic~le as the.meaning of burlesqueo For 

the noun form he l:i,.sts "ludicrous language, or ideas;. ridic::ule. 11 

For the verb form he lists "to turn to ridicule;" and for the 

adjective form, "jocular, tending to raise laughter, by unt1,atural 

or unsuitable language or images. 11 33 This return to ridicule was. 

one of the major char.acteristics of burlesque during the age in 

which Fielding was writing. The 1828 edition of Websf~r's 

American Dictionary ..e.f. the English Language, for instance, lists 

burl!:lsque as a 

composition. in which a trifling subject or low incident. 
is treated with great gravity, as .a subject of great 
dignity or importance; or a composition in which the 
contrast between the. subject and the manner of consider
ing it renders it ludicrous or.ridiculous; as in Virgil's 
Travestie, the Lutrin of Boileau, Butler's Hudibras and 
Trumbull' s McFingaL 34 

Very recently, a 1967 definition listed in the Encxclopedia 

Britannica, IV, define$ burlesque as 

a comic imitation of a s·erious literary work, in .which 
heroes behave like clowns and gods like the lowest of 
men. It ·is cloE;Jely related to parody,.in which the 
language and_ style of an author, poem or other work 



is mimicked; burlesque relies more on an extravagant 
incongruity between a subject and its treatment" and 
its effects are ill general broader and coarser."5 

As one can demonstrate, Fielding's definition does not differ 
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significantly from the traditional definitions applied to burlesque. 

He expects burlesque to have "a certain drollery in stile" (xix) 

as <;lo the 1656,36 1658,37 and 168138 listings which used "drolish" 

to define burlei:ique. He .says that the ridiculous falls within. 

the province in his present work (xx), and the original Italian 

word meant ridicule. 39 Johnson also stresse1d ridicule as .the 

chief meaning of burlesque in 1755.40 Fielding believes that 

burlesque is. the "exhibition of what is monstrous and unnatural" 

(xviii) in "sentiments and characters" (xix), and the 1656 defini-

t;f,on freil;n the OED embodies the same idea in "caricature of the 

lll8rnner or spirit of serious works, or by ludicJ;"ous treatment of 

the;ir subj ec t.s • " 

Burlesque found expression in practically every art form. 

In.painting, Hogarth's caricatures are notable, particu;l.a.rly 

"The Rake '.s Progress." Voluminous writing of burlesque verse 

prompted Richmond Bond's study of English burlesque poetry. Classic 

burlesque poems include Butler's Hudibras and Pope's m.ock-het;"oic 

Rape of the Lock. In drama, The Beggar's Opera has delighted 

thousands with its burlesque of sentimental opera.and its ridicule 

of Sir Robert Walpole. Even Fielding's dramas, though he called 

them farces, were often burlesques of men and manners. 

Although burlesque was a popular meq.ium of wit because of the 
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laughter associated with it, comments by many writers of the age 

indicate·that burlesque was not considered a reputable art form.41 

In fact; Giles Jacob, voicing a common1view, complained: 

What has corrupted our modern Poesy is that Ridicule 
which we find in /burlesque/, as if nothing pleas's 
but what provokes-our Laughter. This custom of 
Raillery and Ridicule is very pernicious, not only 
to all Poetry, but. indeed to all Virtue q • • • 42 

Other1;1 who .. attacked burlesque similarly were Sir W;i.lliatn Temple in 

his essay "Of Poetry, 11 43 and Rymer in his "Short View of; Tragedy. 11 44 

The third Earl of Shq~tesbury condescends to a use for burlesque 

''at any rate" by a comment .on ·the age: 

And thus the natural free spirits of ingenious men, if 
imprisoned and controlled, wil_l find out other ways of 
motion to relieve themselves in their constraint; and 
whether it be in burlesque, mimicry, or buffoonery, 
they will be glad at-any rate to vent themselves, and 
be revenged on their constrainers.45 

H~ was·not quite as critical of the burlesque as other critics, 

but .he clid discourage·use of it by remarking "that there is 

hardly such a.thing found as mere burlesque in any authors of the· 

politer ages. 11 46 

Perhaps a look at an English burlesque work which received 

much critic~l comment will shed more l:ight · on the reputation of 

burlesque in the age. Samuel Butler's Hudibras, a scathing 

attack on the Puritans, was.called by a friend of the poet "the. 

most admired piece of drollei::y that ever came forth. 11 47 Not all 

of the comments concerning his verse were so generous, however. 

H;i.s passages were ·said to be much too lengthy _when brevity would 

have been more effective. He.was vulgar in his imagery l:>y calling 



obvious brawls. 11 combats11 or "conquests11 and by treating low 

subj ec t.s ·in.lofty, he~oic terms. 48 ·. He ·debased hi,s . poetry by 

using long, awkward couplets that became the subject of much 

arg1.Ullent between critics.· Dryden.particqlarly disliked the eight. 

syllable -lines because he felt there was not enough room to. "turn 

a thought around. 11 49 He felt that the shortness of this verse 

that was · .. used in Hudibras and its quick returns to rhyme debased 

the dignity of the style. He also believed that double.rhyme is 
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not proper for a manly style but is fit only for burlesque writing. 

In effect, he discourages use of "such a.little instrument'' as 

burlesque.50 John Dennis disagreed with Dryden that the verse 

form Butler used wai9 not agreeable to burleeque. Instead he states: 
' . 

It fpllows from what has been said, that if the measure 
of.eight syllables is agreeal;>le iP. Pindarick Verse; it; 
is much more agreeable to B~rlesque, which is a kind -
of Satyr~ . Besides it is apparent that in Burlesque, 
the measure is often extended to the ninth and so111e-
t:imes to the tenth syllabl~. 51 · . 

Dryden and Dennis also disagreed on the style in Butler's 

burlesque. Dryden felt that literature for gentlemen should be··. 

written in the ~anner of gentlemen so as to maintain consistency 

bettveen form and content. A translation by Dennis of Boileau' s 

view of· burleE;1que from the poem, Chant p;retnier, · in L '!!:!. Poetigue 

supported Dryden t:s view: 

Whatever.you write, let a GeP,tleman's manne;r a,ppear in 
it; the lowest stile of the man, who knows how to write, 
wi.l;J. st;i.11 have a noble a;i.r ~ith it. But right;:l.y to 
observe this rule, you must ~e, $ure to decline Burlesque, 
which not long since.insolently appear'd indeed a while, 
but tilea!i'd only as it was a fantastick novelty: It. 



debas' d the dignity of Verse by its trivi,al Points, 
and taught Paxnassus a Billingsgate .Dialect;.52 · 

Dennis,. however, supported the cause of the English burlesque 

poetry since he felt that Boileau' s comments referred only to 

Scarron and the .French burlesque a,nd not to Butler and the English 

burlesque, Dennis, who proudly called himself a "judicious Poet 

and Critick, 11 felt that Scarron had nothing of.a gentleman, 

little good sense, and little true wit without which he believed 

there can be-:no good sense. He points oU:t as a result that. 
. I . 

S~arron was popµlar for only a little while and ha4. not been 

imitatecl by any of the f;amous French wits. 53 Butler,, llQwever, 

whom Dryden disliked, · was a gentleman in burlesque ;i.n Dennis' 

estimation, be~ause he possessed much wit and good sen.se in his· 

true-observat;Lon of mankind and in his display of a purity in 

language. Dennis proclaims that Butler "writ with a just design, 

which was to expose Hypocrisie, 11 and justifies his burlesque by 

ass:f..gn:i,ng :f..t a pµrpose.. Scarron' s only design was to ridicule 

heroic poetry and this incensed Dennis as he f;elt heroic poetry 

to 9e "the noblest invention of human wit. 11 54 To Dennis, t;hetl., 

Boileau's censure did not extend to Butler's burlesque. 

The min9r controversy which excluded burlesque from total 

acceptance as an honorable at:t·form resulted partial,ly from the 

complexities of wit.itself. Ideally, wit·wa$ a respectable tool 

by whii:h laughter .at a ridiculous manner, act, or situation 

served to entertain.and delight the onlooker as well as tQ prevent 
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him from discovering himself in the _same situat.icm, In moc;leration · 



a"O.d good taste, the wit was. true and reputable.. Wit, however, 

was .such .a popt,ilar medium. of. en tertainmen_t that ·practically al.l . 

meP,, talented or not, attempted wit·in conversation, writing, 

and manner. As a result,. the fine strain of true wit beca:iµe 

impregnated with too many instances of false wit; a clever p1ay 

on .. words J;"atber than ideas.SS Although burlesque.was not an 

inst:i;-iunent of .fE;i.lse wit,. it was abused. and us_ed · to excess by 

unwitty men who carelessly directed their wit _toward men rathet:' 

than manners. Ultimately it beca.ni.e associated with "lowneas,'' 

and this was its state when Fielding was writing Joseph Andtews. 

In;fluenced by the prevailing reputation of burlesque.as 011,e 

of the lesset;" tools of wit; Fielding disparc;1ged the use of 

bur:j.esque in .the Prefac:;e to Joseph Andrews. In.tact, he was so 

· aware of its reputation in his age that he was anxious to 

dili!tinguish. between it·and, what he actually intended in his.comic 

theory: 

-But thot.1gh we have sometimes admitted tQ.is 
/'S'urlesque'T in oµr diction,.we have careful!§ 
~eluded it; from our sentiments and characters; 
for. there it is never pi-operly introduced, . unless 
in writings of the burlesque kind, which this is 
not, intended to be. · .:Cndeed, no two species of 
writ:i;.ng can differ mqre widely than the comic 
an4 the burlesque·; for as the latter is ever 
tl}e.exhibition of what is monstrous and unnatural, 
and where .. our delight, if; we examine it, aril?eS 
from the surprising abs1,1tdity, as in ·appropriating 
the i;nc;1nners of the highest to the lowest, or ,!., 
cqnverso; so in the f9rmer we should ever confin.e 
ourselves strictly tq.nature, from the just imitation 

·of which will flow all the pleasure 'we can this way 
c~n~ey to a sensible reader. And Perh~ps there is 
on~ reason why a c.oll,lic "7:riter shot,il.d of all othe1:s 
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be the least excused for deviating from nature, 
since it may not be always so easy fo;tT a se~ipus 
poet. to m~et with the great and the admirable;: 
but li:f e everywhere furnishes an acQ.ui-a te · observer . 
with the ridiculous. 

l ha~e hinted .this little concerning burlesque, 
because I have often heard that name given to 
perfoxmances which have been truly of the comic· 
kin4, from the author's having sometimes admitted 
it ._i11, his diction only; which, as it is the dress 
of po<atll'y, doth, like the dress of men, est1;1.bli1;1h 
characters (the ot1,e of the whole poem, and the other 
of the whole man) ; in vulgar , opinion, . beyond · any of 
their greater excellences: but surely a certain 
drollery in stile, where characters and sentiments 
are perfectly natural, no more constitutes the burlesque,· 
than an empty pomp and dignity of. words, where every-. 
thing else is mean and low, can entitle any perfor111ance. 
t<> the appellation of the true sublime, (xviii-xix) 

Fielding himself agreed with Lord Slu;J.ftesbury's opinion of 

mere bul'lesque .that "there is no such th;l.ng to be found in the 

writings of tbe ancients" (xix), but in the cleverness of his 

diction he amends his agreement with more tolerance: 

But perhaps I have less abhorrence than ,he p1;ofesses 
for it:; and that, not because I have had some little 
success 011, the stage _this way,_but rather as it 
ccmtributes more to exquisite mirth and laughter than 
any Other; and· these are · probably lllore wl;),ole1=1~e. physic 
fo:r the mind, and conduce better to purge away spleen 
i;nelancholy, and. ill af :f ections; than is generally 
imagi11ed. Nay, I will appeal to c01llillon·observation, 
whether the same companies are not :I: ound more. full · 
of good-humour and benevolence; after they have been 
sweetened for two or three hours with entertainment$ 
of this k:lnd, than whe11, sc;>ured by a tragedy or a grave 
lect1,1re~ (~ix) 

Fi~ldi11,g chooses 11 anothel' science" (~)·to u11,de;rline t;h~ 
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dist;f:nction he wishes to make between the comic and the burlesque. 

He uses fo:i;- illµstrat;ion the comparison between the works of a 

comic.history painter and the.works of a caricatu:rist. The c01J1:ic 



hist9-ry painter sttives for the ."exactest copying o;f nature" 

while the caricat1,1re is allowed all license "to exhibit monsters, 

zo 

not men; E!.nd all distortions and exaggerations whatevel:' are with:i.n 

its. proper p11ovince 11 (x~). Fielding digresses to connnent on the 

pain.ter Hogart.h for whom he has great admira.tion as he believes 

that; not only do Hogarth's figures seeµi. to breathe but 11 they 

appear to tl?,ink. 11 Of course; thinking is the greatest attl!'ibute 

of the age o;f, wit. 

Fi,elding, anticipating criticism of its lowqess, argµes that 

bu;rlesque will. sometimes be admitted to his diction but not to 

his sentiments and.characters: 

ln the diction, I think; burlesque .itself may be 
some'l:imes admitted; of which many instances will, 
OCQ.Ut' iU this WOl'k, as in the description Of. the 
battles, and some other places; not necessary to 
be pointed out to the classical reader, for whose 
entertainment those parodies or burlesque imitations 
are.chiefly calculated. 

But though we have sometimes·admitted t~is in. 
our dictiQn, we have carefully excludec;1. it,from our 
sentiments and characters; for there it is never. 
pro:perly introduce¢!.,. unless in writings of the . 
but"lesque kind, which this is notintended.to bep 
(~) 

~ielding's effort to restri,ct the burlesque to the diction 

of a work alteJ;'ed the theory of the trad!tional bu;lesque. In · 

altering the theory of the burlesque itself, he att~pted to 

a;l.ign it; with a more respectable art--that of pE1.rody. ·. He .call$ 

his bU'rleE;ique "those parodies or burlesque imitation, 11 two mei:1,ns 

of art that are both concerned with :tmitating diction, The word 

parody has wore clearly defined beginnings than c;loeE;i,theword 
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burlesque, perhaps 1:1,ccounting for its more respectable repq1;:ation 

:l.n Fi~ld:1.ng's time, although both concepts probably ~istecl before 

the WOJ;'.ds. It c01.Ues through the Latin ;earodia into English 

fl;'om the Greek equivalents for para + *' meaning beside-song. 56 

The· first date lbted for it in the OED 113 1598,. the definition as 

follow1:1: 

A eomposition in prose or verse in which the 
cha;acter:i,.stic:; turns of thought and phrase.in 
an author or class .of authors are imitated in· 
such a way as to make them appear ridiculous, 

· especially by applying them. to · ludicrously 
inappropriate subjects; an imitation of awork 
more or ;Less closely modelled on. the original, 
but so turned as to produce a ridiculous effect. 
Abo appl;l.ed to: a ·burlesque of a 11\Usical work. 5.7 

'rhe sallle year, 1598, John Florie's Worlde of WordesJ Or Most 
,' .............. -.-

C~I?ious and Exact Dict::tonariein Italian and Engl;Lsh listed l?arQdia 

''a turning of:a verE1e by .altering same word~."· Paroc:Jy did not 

appear in Blou.nt's Glossographia.it?, 16,56 but the 1681 edition gave 
I 

p~:rodtze as "to cha:p.ge the signification of a Verse, by altering 

some .words." It was omitted in the 1707 ecii'!:ion, however, indi,..;. . 

cat:i,ng pel;'haps .the little use of the tiiord. Edward Phillips' New -
World£!_ English Words (1658) also did not list paro<ly, but t'):le 

sixth edition of John Kersey in 1706 did. Here parQdy was· int1:o-. . . . : . 

duced aei ''a Poetick Spart, which consists in putting some ser:;Lous. 

P:i.eces i'nto ijurlesk, and affecting as much as is possil:!le, the 

same Wo:l!'ds, Rhunes and Cadences. 11 58 Johnson's Dictionary (17 55) 
. , , I . • 

l.ists pa,:i;'oi;ly as 11 a ~ind of m-iting, in 't4'hicl'i. the Wol'ds of an 

author or his thoughtei .are taken, and by a slight c.hange adapted 



to some IJ.ew purpose." 

The meaning of parody altered little from ;i.ts beginniµg. In· 

1706 it was associated with burlesque as the means o;f making 

se;,ious p:ieces into burlesque works. As a matter of fact; it wc;1s . 

produced sp little until. the eighteenth century that it was 

gene:rally included under the more popular term of burlesque. 59 

Consequently, parody escaped much of .the censure that ap.companied 

Only one note found in Shaftesbury's Advice to an -,--

Author by Robertson mentions parody disparagingly, but: only 

because il;l. this Gase he considers the parodies "no other than mere 

burlesque or fa.rce. 11 60 

From the earliest beginnings of the age of wit (1650, 

accordin~ to Milburn) to 1742, the date of pt.iblication of Joseph 

Andrews, when wit was declining in place of an increl;ls;i.ng semt:i, ... 

mentalism, burlesque was present in the framework of the age. 

However, because of its nature to exaggerate, to mock, to ridicule, 

and to ma,ke mon.strous, it was associated with "lowness," an 

attit1,1de assigned to that which disregarded a serious mo1;al purpose. 

As a resul.t, it, was considered to be one of the excesses wh;i.ch 

contributed to the decline of wit. Fielding, who fully recogni;i;ed. 

the criticism which resulted from its use, sought theoretically 

to elevate burlesqµe by l;imiting it to the diction in Joseph 

Andrews. 
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MORAL PURPOSE OF BURLESQUE 

Joseph Anclrews, a representative work of ita age, ·contains 

the mo'l'.'~i.l ser:j.ousness that was required of all quality works of 

the age· of wit, a moral seriousness which propagi'.ited virtue and 

morality and exposed vices and follies. The a:i.m of every work of 

the age was to present delight. a,nd inst:i::uction, Fielding, influenced 

by his age, e;upported th:i.s view in· the June 10, 1740, edition of 

The ChamEion in writing of Hogarth's influence in his paintings. 

I shall venture to assert that we are much better 
and efl,sier taught by the examples of what we are to 
shun, than by- those which would instruct us what to 
pursue: which opinion, if not new, I do not remember 
ta have seen accounted for, tho' the reason is perhaps 
obvious enough, and may be that we are more inc;l:i.ned to 
detest and loathe what is odious in others, than,to admire 
what .is laudable • • , on wpich account· I· esteem the 
ingenious Mr, Hogarth as one of the most useful satyrists 
any age hath produced, In his excellent works you see 
the delusive scene exposed with all the force of humour, 
and, on casting your eyes on another picture you behold 
the ~readful and fatal cqnsequence. I almost dare aff:,i.rm 
that those two works of his, which he calls The Rake's 
and The Harlot's Progress, are calculated more to serve 
the cause of virtue, and, for the preservation of man
kind, than all the folios of morality which have been 
ever written: and a sober family should be no more 
without them, than without ~ Whole Duty of Man in their. 
house,l 

Two years :J,ater in hb publication of Joseph Andrews, his 

fi:rst chapter repeated the view that 11 examples work tnore forcibly 
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on the mip.d than precepts" (I,l.). He proposes the idea that a 

great man-can influence only those of his 9-Cquaintance, whereas a 

man writing his biography can qQ • a more extensive service to man,.. 

kind than the great man himself. He says that 11 01,.1.'r own language 

affords many of -- excellent use and instruction, finely calculated 

t;o sow the seeds of virtue.in youth, a:p.d very easy to be com

p-reh,ended by pel;'sons of moderate capacity11 (I,1). He_then na.pies 

several popular nursery tales 1;1.nd romances wb;ich he sj:iys, "in all 

these delight is mixed with instruction, and the reader is al.most 

as much µnproved as ente-rta.ined" (J;,, 1). 

28 

Although there were many aspects of wit that are said to ~ve 

served this purpose of d;i.stinguish;Lng the false from the true by 

exposing the false to laughter, this paper is concerned with only 

two--bu;i:;-1esque and ridicule. Ridicule was a -readi.1,y acceptable 

instrument for discovering the truth as this was __ the mediµm. on 

which Shaftesbury based his "test .of truth, 112 Fielding', in fact, 

cl~imed ridicule as his province in Jose:eh Andr_ews. lt~ function 

waf3. to expose an unnatura.l situati,o;n,. object~ or manner to laughter 

by making fun of it. If it could not survive the laughte; without 

appearing l.'idiculous or silly, its viewers or readers were __ _ 

supposedly inst1;ucted to -avo;i.g, a smila:r unnatural situation.· Af3 . 

a result, the :q:iq:ralisd.c bent of the age was diverted to the basic -

purpose of d,elighting and inst:ructing (µ ... ~i). 

Jhrr le13que, however, wae ~ot generally acclaimed as a medium 

fo:r moral indictment in the age. Instead the trend was to indict 
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bt,1rlesque EI.S a low form of wit. and· an undesireable medium_. Never,-

theless, burlesque served very effectively to.comment upon t;he 

moral p;roblems of the age. Shaftesbury, giving only partial praise, 

cited Hud;i.b:r;ai; as an example in whicll burlesque is, ;indeed, 

successful in delighting and instructing: 

In effect, we may observe, that ;i.n our own Nation,. 
the most successful Criticism, or Method of Refutation,. 
is that which borders most on the manner of the _!:.arliest_ 
Greek Collledy. The highly-rated burlesq'l,le Poem l!!,uclibra_!/, 
writtet1; on the Subject of ot,1r Religious Controversys in 
the ,Last Age,. is a su,.fficient ',roken of this kind. And_ 

. that justly aq.mir' d Piece of Comick Wit /The -~ehearsal/ 
given us some time after by an·Au1=hor of the highest 
Quality, has furnish'd our best Wits in all their .Con-. 
troversys, even in Religion and Politicks, as wel.l·as 
in the A.ffairs of Wit and Learning, with the most 

· effectual and ente-rtaining Method· of exposing Folly~ 
Ped,ant~y, False Reason, and ill Writing.3 

As a matter of fact, burlesque has traditionally been associa-

ted with tidicule and ri.aturally assumes a moral purpose in this 

capacity. · Even Samuel Johnson's def:i,n:l,tion of burlesque 1,1ses tl;ie 

word "riqicule," and Shaftesbury, who poin.ted to· ridicule as an 

effective test for truth, recognized that burlesque was one of 

the instrUtQ.ents for-inflicting ridicul~.4 Beca4se pf Shaftesbury's· 

prejud,ice against burlesque, however, he de~ed it an improper 

tool for the use of ridicule. He stated in his Freedom.of Wit ---
anq. .Humour that· "there is hardly such a thing fou,nd as. mere 

burlesque in any a1,1thors of the politer ages," but he also 

recognized t®t it is a most.pop1,1lar tool for executing r;i.dieule.s 

In fact, llthe1i aplest negotiators have been known the ~otablest 

b1.1ffoons; the most celebrated authors,. the greates.t :o;taste;rs of: 



· bu;rlesq1,1~. 11 But the proper use of wit issues from ridicule, not 

burlesque and buffoonery, according to Shaftesbury.6. 

The reputation of burlesque arose not .pnly fl;-om its- associa-

tion with the-excessive an,d unnatural use of .wit; but also from 

the dislike of an :i,.n,secure middle cl,ass.of Augu51tal\s who were 

perhaps only one generation removec;l frotll such places as the·• 

Billingsgate fish m,arket and Grub Street where "lowness" was. the 

general rule. NaJD.e calling, buffoonery, burlesque, raillery, and 

other such instruments were therefore considered inferior and low 

bec~use they were al;>un,dant and enjoyed in these sections, Wit;: 

in a,11 it!s a.spec ts pref erred to have a repu.tation associated with 
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gentlemen ratller than with fish wives. For this reason, it 1-s 

poesible that cr;l.tics did not wish to admit such a "low" device as 

bu-rlesque as an instr\Jlll.erit for infl:i,cting riclicule, thereby dis~ 

covering t?'uth, Nevertheless,. the main litei;-ary practitioners, 

such as Swift, 7 Pope, 8 and Gay, 9 frequently violated Neo-,classical · 

theory deliberately in-order to use burlesque to execute the moral 

purpose of th,e age, exposing vice and folly and discovering 

truth. Addison's Spectator, No. 249, beg-rudges bu'.!'.'lesque as one 

of the "trivia,! Arts of R:i,.dicule" but recognizes, 1£ _somewhat 

sarcastically, that his age.exceeds that of the ancients in this 

med,ium: 

• and it is very rema-rka.ble, that notwithstanding 
we iall short at present of the Ancients in Poetry, 
~ainting, Oratory, History, Architect1,1re, and all the 
noble Arts and ~ciences which depend more ~pon Genius. 
that!- Experience, we exceed them as much in Dogget:'el, 



Humour, Burlesque, and all the tri,vial Arts of 
Ridicule,10 

G:i.les Jacobs' condemnation of bu'):'lesque als"o associates 

burlesque wit~ ridicule when he notes that it was the ridicule 

that f!Ould be fou-nd in burlesque which had corrupted modern poetry,11 

Butlesqµe had become so closely aligned with ridicule by 175~ 

that Samuel Johnson gave ridicule as qis chief definition for 

burlE1sque, Naturally, burlesque, so closely associated with 

ridicu~e, co1.1;ld not; escape a fu'Q.ction of delightinS and iµstruc,.. · 

ting in the mqr.al purpose of the age. 

Fieldi'Q.g compli,cates his own theory, l:loweve:r, PY obviously 

distinguiehing between the burlesique and the ridicule, consequel1.t'!'" 

ly limiting t:he moral function of burlesque, 

Now, what Caricatura is in painting, BuJ;"lesque 
is in writing; and in the s,;lllle manner the comic writer 
a'Q.d painter correlate·to each other, And here l ~hall 
obse-rve, t;:hat, as in the former the painter seems to have 
the advantage; so it is i1,1. the lc;1,tter infinitely on the 
side of·the writer; for the Monstrous is much eae1ier 
to paint than describe, and t:he Ridiculous; to describe 
than paint. (,tx) 

Because of the misleading syntax of these 1;1.nes and the known 

association of burlesque with ridicule during the age, it is 

natural for the re1;1.der to see "Ridiculoqs" as synonymous with 

"Burlesque." It is c+ear that "Caricatura" and "Burlesque" each 

represent the distortion of nature in thei,r respective "sciep.cet 

but Fielding's reference in the remainder of the passage is 

ambiguous. Is "the former" "Caricat;ura'' or the entire independ~n~ 

c;Lause? A.nd is II the +atter" "Burlesque" or the indep~ndent: claus~ 



"in the sarne manner the comic writer·. and painter correlat~ to 

eaeh other''? 

Supppsing that "the ;former'' refers c;>nly to "Ca.ricatl.lra'' and 

"the latter" l;'efers only t~ "Burlesque,!' then ''Monstrous" wpuld be 

"Caricatura," obviously, and "Ridiculous" would be 11Burr1esque~" 

J.n this case, the burlesque.aspects of J6seph·.A,ndrewswould be 

defi11itely identified with the ridicule which he took as his 

province and there would be no doubt of .its importance in the 

moral theory of the novel. 

But the first sentence of the next paragraph dispels any 

confus!on by referring to "this latter species", i.e., "the 

Ridiculous," which does not "in either scienceso stt"ongly affect· 

and agitate the muscles as the other; yet it will be owned, I 

believe, that a more.rational and useful pleasure arises to us 

from it." Since Caricatura and Burlesq1,1e are reported to evoke 

a greate1r degree of .response, Fielding is apparently referring to. 

the comic, not the bu:i:lesque. 

The comparison is misleading because the reference in his 

clauses is not clear. Therefore, the Monstrous, referring to 

the burlesque and caricatµre, is easier to paint than describe~ 

while the Ridiculous, referring to the comic and comic history 

painter, is easier to describe than pt:1,in,t. The parallel is also 

rQ.isleading beca1,1se one naturally expects the inferior art to be 
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the easier to perform. In this case, however, Fielding is simply 

being consistent with his theory that "life everywhel:'e furnishes 9-n 



accl,l.rate pbse.rver '17ith the ric;liculous" (xix). 'l'hie he lisu as 

tlle one ;r:eason, why a comic wr:l,.te~,< should not be excuserd for 

deviating from p.ature. 

While i.gnoring any association of burleeque with ridicule, 

Fielding soug)lt to discover the source of the ridicule which would 

make. up t;he basis of the moral.purpose of his novel. He dis~ 

covered that the anci,ent, Aristotle, who usually freely defined . 

terms, did not define ridicule except; to say that villainy is 

not the proper use of it. HI;! neglected to E\lay what :is. :Fielding 

found ridicule partially defined by Abb' Belle.garde, a modern 

critic, but he did, not na111e a source for it either (xxi). His 

ReflexioJ;J,s 1.Tpon Ridicule, however, o.ffered some theory which 

ri!:!ldi:ng couli:i draw upon in dev:elopi.ng hii.s owl]. doctrine of the 

rid:lculqus ....... the connection of iidicule witll .. affectation: , "A:ffe<::ta"" 

tion is the. faleification of the whole pe~son which deviates from 

all that b natural, whereby it might pl~ase, to put on an 

ascitit;ioµs air, wherewithal to become ridiculous",12 

In the.1;1e wo'J:;ds Fielding was,to argue that affectat;ion waE! 

the only real eourc~ of the ridiculo'l\s and from th:is he would 

develQp hie theory in Jo.seph Andrews: "'l1he only source of the t:rue 

Ridiculoµs (as it appears -i::o me) ia affectatiop. •••• " Now, 

affe~tation pro~eeds from one of these two causes, vanity or 

· hypOCJ::'isy • • (x:xi) 

1i';i.eld;i.ng be;Lieved that ••vanity ie t1.eareJ;" to truth than the 



other, as it hath not that violent repugnancy of nature to 

struggle with, which that of the hypocrite hath" (xxi). Numerous 

examples are found throughout: the novel: Parson Adams displaying 

his superior learning by arguing he has travelled widely in his 

reading (II,l,7); Lady Booby insulted at Joseph's refusal of her 

charms (I,5); Madam Slipslop V;:tinly considering herself "better" 

than a young lady ridillg with her in a coach (U,5); and Beau 

Didapper proudly exhibiting his stylish dress (IV,fa). The 

narrator :;in a burlesqued soliloquy even moralizes on vanity 

:;itself. 

O Vanity! how little is thy force acknowledged, 
or thy operations discerned! How wantonly dost thou 
deceive mankind under different disguises~ Sometimes 
thou dost wear the face of pity, sometimes of generos
ity: nay, thou hast the assurance even to put on 
those glorious ornaments which belong only to heroic 
virtue. Thou odious, deformed monster: whom pI'i!:?sts 
have railed at, philosophers despised, and poets 
ridiculed; is there g wretch so abandoned as to own 
thee :for ;:1.n acquailltance in public?""-yet, how few w;i:U 
refuse to enjoy thee in private? nay, thou art the' 
p1,1rsuit of most men through their lives. The greatest 
villainies are daily practiced to please thee; nor is 
the meanest thief below, or the greatest hero above 
thy notice. Thy embraces are often the sole aim and 
sol,e reward, of the p:riv1:1.te robbery and the plundered 
province. It is to pamper up thee, thou harlot, that 
we attempt to wit::hdraw from others what we do not want, 
or to withhold from them what they do. All our passions 
are thy slaves. Ava.rice itself is often no more thcJ.n 
thy handmaid, and even Lusty thy p ;i.;mp. The bµlly Fear, 
like a coward flies before thee, and Joy and Grief 
hide their heads in thy presence. 

! kµow thou wilt think, that whilst I abuse thee 
I court thee, and that thy love hath inspired me to write 
this sarcastical panegyric on thee,; but thou art deceived; 
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I ·value thee not of a farthing; nol:' will it· give me any 
pain, if .thou. shoulclst. prevail on the readet 't:o censure 
this disgression as .arrant -nonsense; for know, to thy 
confusiqn, that I have· introduced. thee for no othe,; 
pu:r;pose tqaµ t;o l~ngthen out a shot't chapter; andso I 
return to my history, (!;15) . 

Fielding has a lot of fun with this mook ... serious passage in 

which he ridicules vanity. The vanity of such affectations as .. 

3.5 

he names ,invoke surprise and pleasure frpm a rea4er. And Fielding 

intended to delight the .reader; because "from the discovery of 

this affectation arises the Ridiculous, which always strikes the 

reader with surprise.and pleasure" (:xxii). De):!.Iiis hac;l exp-reseed 

a comparable view in his Remarkt;i £B. !!!! Rape ·.2! the Lock. by 

stating that; laughter in comedy is likely to spring from surprise 

when against our ~pectation~l3 

~\Ullerc;,us ~&111ples of· hypocrdi.sy app.ear tiin . J9seph Andrews and 

are. en1:ei-tlilin.ing because of the excel.lence o-J; the 'l!'id:J,c\l;l.e. The 

examples, however, tend to. confuse hypo~t'isy and vanity, and 

Fielding warns, ''there is .some difficulty in distinguishing theni" 

{~1). As a result, the characters appear to reveal folly rather 

t;p.a;q. vice, The single character in the novel. who most often 

:i:-eveals incop,sistency ;Ls the Vit'tUOU$ Parson Adc;Uns who' in his 
: . . . 

On~ instance occurs when he has px-otllised JosE1-ph to keep 

confidential t.ady Booby's p:roposiUon to ~oseph, but;·in spite o:( 

hil!!.sel:f · 'he Jeveal,a the sec1;et to Madam Sl.:lpslop; 



. "But, of what nature ~i+l always ;i:-emain a pe:fect ·.secret· 
with me,'' cries the pa:i:son: "he forced me to prc»nise, 
be~ore he wqulcl communicate any thing, I am indeed 
cc;>nceJ;'ned to find her ladyship behave in SQ unbec.oming 
a manner.. I. al.ways thought her in the .ma:t.n a good lady, 
and should never .have suspected her of· thoughts so . 
unworthy a Christi~n, and with a young.lad her own 
servan,t." (ll, 3) · 

Anotijer time Parson Adams has just been. acq~itted: by a 
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judge ·for a mistaken robbery. He .makes a s~.~ech about the .folly. 

o'f; disputing when neither party is :i.nt;erest~~<~t~ th.en proceeds to 
r.:• .. . .. 
,,,, 
,,' I 

dispute ~ith the judge as to whether he sho~~llh:have bound him c;>ver 
·.··.:::: ,, 

to ja.il, un'l:il Fanny call$ him away •. 

He accordingly took leave of the jusUce aQ.d company,= 
aJ1,d 130 ended a dispute .in which the law seemed shame
fully to intend to set a ma$istra~e and divine to~ 
gather by the ears, (II,ll) · 

One,.o;f the most memorable incidents is that in which Adams 

dutifully preaches a long sermon to the unhappy Joseph about. 

accepting Providence in everything. In the midst of his delivery, 

he rece;Lves word that his son has drowned. The sermon. fQrgc;rl;ten, · 

he goes into an uncon'(:rollable .f~t of passion, .Joseph, confused 

and rtghteous, chides htm with his own.words and naively calls h~ 

a hypocrite because he does not practic~ wha~ he preaches. (IV,8) 

The benevolence with which we respond to the ridicule of 

Adams·reflects a epiri'I: begun ·With Shafte(:lbury who believed·that 

only ev;:Ll.was·the proper object of ridicule. An :Lncreas::f.ng aware ... 

neaa of a sena:Lbil:Lty in the age which led to ind~l&enc, :Ln pity. 

emotional d:Lat:ress, and a preoccupation w:ttb: s~lf :Lnflµenced 

Fielding's own theory of.benevolence. While Shaftesbu;y's object 



was to use ridicule for exposing evil, Fieldi'ng chose to restrict 

his ridicule only to affectation,s, a cause which he argues in the 

Preface to Joseph Andrews: 

Now, from affectation only, the misfortunes and 
calamities of life~ of the imperfections of nature, 
may become the objects of ridic.ule. Surely he hath 
a very ill-framed mind who can look on ugliness, in
firmity, or poverty, as ridiculous in themselves; 
nor do· l believe any man living, who Illeets a dtrty 
fellow riding through the streets in a cart, is struck 
with an idea of the Ridiculous from it o ••• Much 
less are natural imperfections the object of derision; 
but when ugliness aims at the applause of beauty or 
lameness endeavours to display agility, :i,t is ·then 
that these unfortunate circumstances, which at first 
moved compas.sion tend only to raise our mirth • • ~ • 
Great vices are the proper objects of our detestation, 
smaller faults, of our pity; but affectation appears 
to me the only true source of the Ridiculous. (xxii) 

He is so careful in his own theorr not to mispl~ce the use 

of ridicule that he gives four reasons by way of explanation to 

his reader for any appearances of the misuse of it: 

First, that it is very difficult to pursue a series of 
human actions, and keep clear from them. Secondly, 
that the vices to be found here are rather the accidental 
consequences of some human frailty or foible, tha.n causes 
habitually existing in the mind. Thirdly, that they are 
never set forth as the objects of ridicule, but detesta
tion. Fourthly, that they are never the principal 
figure at that time on the scene: and lastly, they never 
produce the intended evil. (xxiii) 
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Joseph Andrews, in l:l- long soliloquy during which Parson Adams.falls 

asleep, echoes the views of the author when he def;i.es 11 the wisest 

mal;l i\'l the world. to turn a good action into ridicule" (III, 7), 

almost the ~act wqrding from an earlier work by Shaftesbury when 

he said "one may defy the world to turn real bravery or generosity 

into ridicule. 11 14 
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·In order to preserve his benevolence by not turning 11 a good 

action into ridicule," Fielding of necessity had to disassociate· 

ridictlle from burlesque. Burlesque, as before noted, tends to 

exaggerate to the grotesque when applied to men and manners. By 

removing ridicule :!;ram burlesque, Fielding could limit the function 

of burlesque to the diction where it could distort only style and 

not men, and manners. Therefore, the ridicule alone would serve to 

discover truth without the burden of distortion. 

In breaking down the traditional association of burlesque 

with ridicule, Fielding assigned to each name a distinctive role 

in the moral purpose of his novel. Ridicule maintained its usual 

ta4ik of delighting the reader through surprise of an affectation. · 

A.n.y instruction received, of course, wou.:I.d depend upon the nature 

of the affectation and its effect upon the viewer. Burlesque, 

however, ass.umed a more specialized posit:ion in the moral basis of 

the novel in that .it would devote al'.!. its energies to the enter .... 

tainment or delight of the learned reader. No longer would it 

need the.element of ridicule to eng~ge in the moral sentiments 

of the age. 

Some twenty years after the articul~tion of Fielding's 

theory, Heµry Home, Lord Kames, was to also argue a distinction 

between two kinds of burlesque •. The first he lists.as the kind 

of burlesque that "excites laughter merely." To illustrate thb 

part of the definition he s1,1ggests Virgil Travesti.e and the case 

of the Secchia Rapita in which a grave.subject which contains no· 



impropriety·is "brought down by a certain coloring so as to be 

risible." According to Karnes, this kind of burlesque makes the 

readers laugh becau~e the authors are already laughi~g.15 
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The second aspect of burlesque which he calls "a great engine 

of ~idicule" is that which "provokes derision or ridicule." He 

defined ridicule as follows: "a rid:Lculous object is improper as 

well .as risible, and produceth a mixed emotion, which is vented 

by a la.ugh of derision or scorno" To illustrate this aspec:.t of 

burlesque which employs the ridiculous, he offers the Lutrin. 

It deals with "a low and trifling incident, to expose the luxury, 

indolence, and contentious spirit of a set of monks. Boileau, 

the author, gives a ri.diculous air to the subject by dressing it 

in the heroic style, and affecting to consider it as of the utmost 

dignity and importance." In this kind of comp9sition, in order 

to preserve the effectiveness of the ludicrous contrast, the 

author must "always show a grave face and never betray a smile. 11 16 

Karnes warns of too much exaggeration of the burle.sque that 

aims at ridicule by elevating the style too far above the subject: 

Though the burlesque that aims at ridicule produces 
its effect by elevating the style.far above the subject, 
yet·it has limits beyond which the elevation ought not 
to be carried: the poet, consulting the imagination of 
his readers, ought·to confine himself to such images as 
are lively, and readily apprehended: a strained elevation, 
soaring above an ordinary reach of fancy, makes not a 
pleasant impression: the reader, fatigued with ·being 
always upon the stretch, is soon disgusted; and if he 
persevere, becomes thoughtless and indifferent. Further, 
a fiction gives no pleasure unless it be painted in 
colors.so lively as to produce some perception of· 
reality; which never can be done effectually where the 
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images are formed with labor difficulty.17 

He names the Batrachomyomachia, supposedly a composition of 

Homer, as an offender of this degree of .burlesque.18 It was this 

form of burlesque that contributed to its reputation of lowness. 

Karri.es warns against the perversion of this talent of wit, ''for 

where an object is neither risible nor improper, it lies not _open 

in any quarter to an attack from rid::Lcule." If applied to an 

improper subject; it cannot "stand the test of correct and delicate 

taste; and truth will at last prevail ev~n with the vulgar, 1119 an· 

idea that began with Shaftesbury in.1699 and prevailed at least 

until J{ames:' theory in 1761. 

Kam.es~ specific distinction between ridicule and burlesque 

in 1761 perhaps can be attributed to the spirit of sensibility 

which had by this time nearly overshadowed .the age of wit. With 

increased emphasis on sympathy with one's joys and tragedies, 

comedy gave way to such literature as sentimental drainas, graveyard 

poetry, and pre-romantic poetry. Ridicule had no place in a 

sent;i.mental work. Fielding's theory, however, stil.l reflected a 

prevailing allegiance to wit, although his distinction between 

burlesque and ridicule also reflects a tinge of the sensibility 

tµat was rapidly gaining in spirit. 

By divorcing the burlesque from the ridiculous in his novel, 

Fielding does not destroy its value as an instrument of the age. 

The key words in describing the moral tenets of the age are 

"delight11 and "instruction," terminology at least a13 old as· 
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Horac.ews Ars Poeticao Fielding prescribes in his Preface that 
=- -· --=· -.--

his burlesque in diction is written for the express entertainment 

of the learned reader o Kames' later work distinguishes. burl.esque 

from ridicule by specifying that burlesque "excites laughter 

merely/1 a task accompli.shed by taking a subject which contains 

no :impropriety~ or no unnaturalness~ and taking it down "by a 

certain coloring so as to be risibleo II The author is already 

1,aughing at the situation~ so it is easy for the reader to laugh 

alsoo 

To .illustrate his use of the burlesque that intends only 

laughter and delight, Fielding describes som,e of the secondary 

characters of his novelo Particularly effective are the 

descriptions of Mrs. Tow··,wouse ~ B~au Didapper, and Parson Trulliber o 

And indee4, if Mrs. Tow-wouse had given no utterance 
to the sweetness of her ·te:mper:i nature had taken such 
pains in he1:' countenance~ that Hogarth himself never 
gave more expression to a picture. 

Her person was short~ thinji and crooked. Her 
forehead projected in the middle, and thence descen<;led 
in a declivity to the top of her nose, which was sharp 
and red, and would have hung over her lips~ had not nature 
turned up the end of it. Her lips were two bits of skin, 
which~ whenever she spoke, eihe drew together in a purse. 
Her chin was peaked; and at the upper end of th13.t skin, 
which composed her cheeks, stood two bones, that almost. 
hid a pair of small red eyes. Add to this a voice most 
wonderfully adapted to the sentiments it was to convey~ 
being both loud and hoarse. (1~14) 

Only Chaucer can equal descriptions of this sort. Although 

Mrso Tow-wouse has not been favored by nature~ there is.certainly 

nothing unnatural about hero As the hostess at an inn she is very 

humble and obliging to anyone who appears to be a gentleman. 



But anyone less than a gentleman who.seeks service in her inn is 

treated with surliness and served inferior beer and little food. 

In a sense she is a pathetic character because her husband no 

longer has any passion for her. But all pity is replaced by 

hilarity when she discovers her husband in t:he very act of making 

love to a servant girl named Betty. The consequences are that 

Betty is discharged; Mr. Tow-·wouse becomes completely submissive~ 

promising to perform a number of things' in gratitude for his 

wife's reconciliation; andMro Tow-wouse quietly and contentedly 

resigns himself to being reminded of his transgressions~ as a 

kind of penance, once or twice a day, during the residue of his 

life! 
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Fielding is so·contemptuous of Beau Didapper that his laughter 

is evident throughout every description of him. Although he. 

appears a strange little creature to the twentieth century, his 

affectations are quite natural in his a$e• 

Mr. Didapper, or beau Didapper, was a.y-?uhg gentle
man of about four foot five ir;i.ches in height, He wore 
his own hair, though the scarq,ity of it might have. 
given him sufficient excuse for a periwig. His' face 
was thin and pale; the shape.of his body and legs none 
of the best~ for he had very narrow should~rs, and no 
calf; .and his gait might more pr()>perly be cail.ed hopping 
than 'Walking. The qualifications of his inind were well 
adapted to his person. We shall handle thE:Wl first nega
tively. He was not entirely ignorant; for he could talk 
a little French 1 and sing two or three It~lian songs: 
he .had lived too mt,1ch in the world to be bashful, and 
too much at court to be proud~ he seemed not much inclined 
to avarice; for he was profuse in his exp~n,$es: nor had 
he all the features of prodigality; for he never gave a 
shilling~ no hater of women; for he always dangled 
after them; yet so little subject to lust~ that he had:1 



among those who knew him best, the.character of 
great :moderation in. his pleas1,1.res o No drinker 
of wine, nor so addicted to passion, .but that 
a hot word or two. from a.n adversary made him 
immediately cooL 

Now, to give him only a dash or two on the 
affirmative sideg though he was born to an immense 
fortune; he chose, for the pitiful and dirty con- . 
sideration of a place of little consequence, to 
de.pend entirely on the will of a fellow~ whom they 
call a great man; who treated him with the utmost· 
disrespect, and exacted of him a plenary obedience 
to his commands; which he implicitly submitted to, 
at the expense of his c.onscience, his honour, and 
of his country, in which he had himself so very 
large.a share., And to.finish his character; as he 
was ent::irely wel.l satisf :ied w:lth his own person and 
pa:rts, so ·he. was very apt· to ridicule and laugh at· 
any imperfection in a.nothero Such was the 1:ittle 
person, or ratherthing, that hopped after Lady 
Booby into Mr.; Adams' kitcheno (IV,10) 

Another description in which the diction is colored so that 

the author ai;id the reader are laughing and delighted is that of 

Parson Trulliber. 

The hogs fell chiefly to hl'..s cari,:, which he carefully 
waited on at home, and attended to fa:j.rs; on which 
oci;;.asion he was. liable to many jokes:i his own. size 
being with much ale.rendered l:ittle inferior to that. 
of the beasts he soldo He was indeed one of the largest 
men you should see, and could have acted the part of 
Sir John Falstaff w:ith,out stuffingo Add to this, that 
the rotundity of his belly was considerably increased 
by the shortness of his. stature :i his shadow ascendi.ng 
very ne.ar as far in height, wh~n. he lay on his back, 
as when he stood on his legso His voice was loud and 
hoar£;ie, and his accent extremely broado To complete 
the whole, he had a statel:iness in_ his gait~ when. he 
walked, not.unlike that of a goose, only he stalkedslowero 
(II~14) 

Trulliber was an.interesting parson-who. preached brotherly love 

and char:,i.ty to his parishioners but fai.led to practice h;is 

~reaching to a fellow parson, Adams~ who beseeche«;i him for s~ven 
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shillings to pay his bill at the inn. Instead, Trulliber kicked the 

hapless Adams out of his house. 

Each description reveals the delight in the coloring of the 

diction, thus complying with Fielding's rule that he will use 

burlesque in the diction. I<.ames' later work, though not cpmment:;i..ng 

on Joseph Andr~ws, de~ines this aspect of burle~que further by 
I 
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saying that the subjects used must be natural and made laughable 

only by the coloring of the diction.20 Each of the three characters, 

th9ugh they may appear ex~ggerated at first, is certainly natural and 

probably draWl;l from Fielding's observance of such characters in his 

own experience. 

A flaw in Fielding's theory seems to appear, though, as the 

reader realizes that the same examples which illustrate his use 

of the burlesque in diction a~so illustrate his ridicule of affectation. 

For instance, Be1:1,u Di.dapper and Mrs. Tow-wouse ar.e both entirely 

hypocritical in nature since they each affect the. opposite of what 

they are. All three exhibit vanity--Mrs. Tow-wouse's pride in her inn~ 

Parson Trulliber's in his prize hogs, .and Beau D:i,.dapper's in his 

pretty figure. 

It has been generally admitted that Fielding violated his 

theory in practice as did his contemporaries.21 ~n theory one can 

distinguish his intended purpose for each instrument, either 

burlesque or ridicule. Nevertheless both must be employed through 

the diction, a fact which prevents his theory from being practical 

since the actual use of burlesque and ridicule in Joseph Andrews 
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:ceve.als no distinctiono 

Although Fielding implied a distinction b'etween his burlesque, 

imitations and ridicule, he.did not discuss the.relationship of 

parodies with ridiculeo While the traditional burlesque was a 

popular if somewhat, tainted instrument of w.it employing ridict,1le, 

parody receiyed very little attention during the age·of wit although 

it could ve·i:-y well fit into the: age as a medium for trans1:11ittf:ng 

ridicu.le. Karnes I comments in. 1761 distinguishecl it from other 

kinds of ridicule, howeyer:. 

A parody must be distinguished from every species 
of ridicule; it enlivens a gay subject by ;imitating 
some important incident that is serious: . it is ludi~ 
crous, and may be risible; but ridicule· is.not a.neces
sary ingredient.22 

Also, Samuel Johnson's definition o;f parody omits any association 

of it with rid,icule~23 If one assumes, then, that Karnes' definition 

is typical, parodies, like Fielding's. burlesque imitations, were 

also a medium of delight, through use of the diction and, ther.efore, 

distinguished ;from ridicule.24 However, Karnes qualified his 

definitio1;1 by conceding that parody may be successfully employed 

for the express. purpose of promotip.g ridicule--but only when 

ridiculing diction: 

The, interposition of tpe gods, in the.manner of 
Homer and. Virgil, ought to be. confined to lupicrous · 
subjects, which are. much enlivened by such ipterposi, 
tion handled in the form of a parody, witness the Gave 
of Spleen, Rap~ of the Lock, canto iv.; the goddess of 
Discord, Lutrin, canto i.; and the godd'ess of Indolence, 
canto ii .• 25 

Numerous examples of this kind of parody, which ridicul~s a 
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ludicrous. subject by use of a herpic style usually associated w:ith 

epic can be found in Joseph Andrews and will be illustrated in 

the ne:xt chapter. Even this kind of. ridicule is. separate from 
' .-~ 

that prescr.ibed by Fielding since i.t does not seek. to expose. 

affectations. of men and manners •. The affectation, if any,' is 

imposed by the author himself on a low subject which he,mock:ingly 

c;lescribes in. lofty terms for the express purpose· of delighting 

the reader--not instructing him. Therefore., Fielding's burlesque 

imitations and parodies in Joseph Andrews, when defined this way,. 

operate. theoretically wit'1,:in the bounds of his rules and achieve 

that p-ortion of the moral purpose he has con;fined them to. 

While Fielding took rtdicule as his province to. delight and 

instruct, he als.o assigned to his parodi~s and burlesque· imitations. 

the most impor.tant end of the· moral des.ign--that of delighting by 

itsel:f witl:,iout the sting of ridicule. Numerous writers have 

noted. the impor,tance of delight. over instruction. For :l:nstance, 

John Dennis in·his Defense of_ Sir ;FoEling Flutter says Ila true 

Comic).< Poet is ¥:1- Philosopher,. who, like old Democritus, always 

instructs us laughing. 11 26 Lamotte in his Essay UJ2on Poet.ry and 

Pai.nting (1730) sai.d "there is, however, one Branch of Poetry, 

which most directly tends /to delight/, &nd whose· chief Aim apd 

Province is to amuse, divert, and to raiseMirt~ and Laughter, 

that is, Comep.y. 11i7 Addison has a young lady in his Tatl·er, No. 165, 

disputing with Sir Timothy Tittle, saying "for my part, I should 

think the greatest Art in your Writers of Comedies is to. pl'ease. 11 28 
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And Dryde.n also emphasizes that "delight is tlle chief,. if· not the 

only, end. of poesy: instruction can be. adm:i.tted but i:n the seco.nd 

place, for poesy only instructs as· it ~elights. 1129 He repeats· 

and elaborates his v~ews in other writings: 

they who.will not grant me, that pleasure is one 
of the ends of poetry, but that it is only a means of 
compassing the only end, which is instruction, must 
yet allow, that, without the means of pleasure, the 
instruction is but a bare and dry philosophy: a crude 
preparation of morals, which we may have from Aristotle 
and Epictetus, with more profit than from any poet •••• 30 

At least I a:m sure it /instruct:1.on/ can be but its 
sec.ondary end; for the bu.siness of the poet is to make 
you laugh: when he writes humour, he makes folly 
ridiculous; when wit, he moves you, if not always to 
laughter, yet to a pleasure that is more noble. And 
if he works a cure on folly, and the small imperfections 
in mankind, by exposing them to publi.c view, that cure 
is not performed by an immediate operation. For it works 
fi·rst on the ill-natqre of the audience; they are moved 
to laugh by the representation of deformity; and the shame 
of that laughter teaches.us to amend what is ridiculous 
in our manners. This being then established, that the 
first end of Comedy is delight~ and instruction only the 
second.31 

Ka.mes' 1761 commentary on terms associated with wit saw 

burlesque in two divi.sions in the 18th century--the first which 

e:Kcites only laughter, and the second which provokes derision or 

ridicule. The first division of burlesque, Fielding pioneered in 

the Preface to Joseph Andrews when he said there were burlesque 

instances in the diction of the work "not necessary to be pointed 

out to the classical reader, for whose entertainment those 

parodies or burlesque imitations are chiefly calculated." The 

se.(Cond kind of burlesque also excites laughter, but the laughter 

arises from ridicule of the subjectj manners, or work. In any 
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case, all examples of the burlesque a:re given to the 111ost important 

aspect of the moral purpose of the age--to entertain by delighting 

through laughter o Because of :its spec:ial function of delighting 

in th~ moral thesis of Fielding's novel~ the burlesque aspects 

dese·rve a recogni.ti.on hitherto unaccorded this device, which 

contributes significantly to the moral purpose of the noveL 
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CH.APTER IlI 

COMIC ELEXENT OF BURLESQUE 

Fielding's choice of burlesque as the chief means for making 

the :epic comic was not his original ideaR· Traditionally the comic·· 

epic, like the tragic ep!c, had its beginnings in Homer, who 

employed a burlel;lque of the heroic called mock-heroi:c. 

But·Roi:ner, who shared in both tendencies, was superior 
to the other poets of either class. As ·for his 
supremacy in the·serious style, he stands alone, not. 
only through the general excellence of. his imitations, 
but through their dramatic quality as well; for he makes 
his personages live before us. So ·also was he superior 
in the.cQtnic vei11, since he first mat:ked out the general 
lines of Comedy, by rendering the ludicrous..;.-and not 
personal satire--dramatic; for his mock-heroic Margites. 
stands in the same relation to Comedy as the Iliad and. 
Odyesey to Tragedy.l 

I 

. The· "mock-heroic Margites,11 however, was lost and -P.Ot available 

as a source for. imitation by subsequent writers~ Nev:ertl;ieless, 

The Bat't'achomyOI!lachia, or ·The Battle of the.Frogs,and Mice, which 
~ .· -. - ~ _...,.._ . . _...,._ ---
some critics E1-lso attribute. to Homer,2 serves as a model for the 

comic vei;-sioil, of the. epic. K.ames pas cited thb lltork as employing· 

the extretnes of .. burlesque.3 Fielding no doubt was familiar with 

the wol;'k since a close associate.of his, James Ralph, was .the 

tranidatol;' of the work. 
-

Although Field!ng's Preface to Joseph Andrews.fails to 

mention 1!!,! Batrachom}!;omachia,. it acknowledges :his acce~ta:hce-of 
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the ~raditional history of the comic epic, as accepted in his ti~e. 

The Epic, as well as the Drama, is divided into 
tragedy and comedy. Homer, who was the father of· this 
species of poetry, gave us a· pattern of both these, 
though that of the latter kind is entirely lost; which 
Aristotle tells us, bore the same relation to comedy 
which his Iliad bears to tragedy. And perhaps that we 
have no more instance of it among the writers of 
antiquity, is owing to the loss of this great pattern, 
which, had it survived, would have found its imitators 
equally with the other poems of this great original. 
(xvii) 

As a writer in the eighteenth century, an age when wit and 

satire pervaded all the literature, Fielding would readily choose 

the popular mock epic form as a medium for his art. However, he 

did not wish to follow the traditional pattern of verse since his 

talents lay in prose. Therefore, he sought to enµm.erate his 

theory as a prose work rather than a poetic work. 

And farther, as this poetry may be tragic or co~ic, 
I will not scruple to say it may be likewise either in 
verse or prose: for though it wants one particular, 
which the' critic enumerates in the constituent parts 
of an epic poem, namely metre; yet, when any kind of 
writing con~ains all its other parts, such as fable, 
action, characters, sentiments, and diction, and is 
deficient in metre only, it seems, I think, reasonable 
to refer it to the epic; at least as no critic .hath 
thought proper to range it under any other head, or 
to assign it a particular name to itself. (xvii) 

Fielding did not find his sanction for the use of prose in 

the comic epic in Aristotle, but he did find it in the more con-

temporary Le Bossu. 

lf a man were to write an epic in prose would it 
be the s~e thing as an epic poem? I think not, for a 
poem is a discourse in verse. But this would not pre
vent it from being an epic nevertheless.4 

Supporting his use of prose, Fielding argued that many of the 



heroic romances are actually prose epics. He illustrated this 

idea in hb Preface: 

Thus the Telemachus of the archbishop of 
Cambray appears to me of the epic kind, as well 
as the Odyssey of Homer; indeed, it is much fairer 
and more reasonable to give it a name connnon with 
that species from which it differs only in a single 
instance, than to confound it with those Wijieh it 
resembles in no other. Such are those voluminous 
works, commonly called Romances, namely Clelia~ 
Cleopatra, Astraea, Cassandra, the Grand Cyrus, and 
innumerable others, which contain, as I apprehend, 
very little instruction or entertainment. (xviii) 

Having arg1,1.ed that the prose does not destroy the epic 

quality of a work, Fielding also implied that the epic must con-

tain some "instruction or entertainment," a quality which he 

partially supplies with the burlesque aspects of his work as 

illustrated in the preceding chapter. Having, therefore, justi

fied the use of prose in the comic epic, he then defines his new 

. genre, the comic epic poem in prose: 

Now, a comic romance is a comic epic poem in 
· prose: differing from comedy, as the serious epic 
frqm tragedy: its action being more extended and. 
comprehensive; containing a much larg~r circle of 
incidents, and in producing a greater variety of 
characters. It differs from the serious romance 
in its fable and action, in this; that as in the 
one thes~ are grave and solemn, so in the other they 
are light and ridiculous: it differs in its 
characters by introducing persons of inferior 
ra~k, and consequently, of inferior manners, whereas 
the grave romance sets the highest before us: 
lastly, in its sentiments and diction; by preserving 
the ludicrous instead of the sublime. (xviii) 

More specifically, burlesque is the device which makes his 

comic epic poem in prose of the comic kind: 
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In the diction, I think, burlesque itself may be 
sometimes admitted.; of which many instances will 
occur in this work, as iµ the description of the 
battles, and some other places, not necessary to 
be pointed out to the classical reader, for whose 
entertainment those parodies or burlesque imita
tions are chiefly calculatedp (xviii) 

Although the purpose of Fi~lding's Preface was to explain 

his com~~ epic poem in prose, not his burlesque aspects, one can 

piece together his plan for making the epic poem comic through the 

use of burlesque and a prose diction. 

The burlesq\l'.e d:f.cUon in Fielding's novel spi-ings from a 

rich tradition of the mock-heroic. In addition to the Margites 

and !h.!. :Satrachom:y:omachia,·which made a, mockery of the heroic 
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style of the epic, Fielding hacl also read a wealth of comic ef.forts 

which p-r~pl!l.red him for the development of his own b\q:lesque style. 

Among the fiction of his own and earlier times which he had read 

were~ Golden Ass of Apuleius, The Satyticon of Pettonius, 

The Dialogues by Lucian, Don Quixote by Ce:t'vantes, Le Roman 

pomtque by Scarron, .. Gil !!.!!. by Lesage, and .1!. Ear~ae Parvenu by 

Marivaux,5 !'!!!.. ~a.:g,e of the Lock by Pope, a very popular poem in 

the eighteenth cent~ry, set forth the English version of the comic 

heroic epic. Significantly, Kames was to call it a heroi~comical 

Maynard Mack points out that Fielding was qu,ic::k to see that 

the t:r:adition of ~he "mock-heroic offered one of the best positions 

from which to.underscore those modes of the ridiculous that arise 

from affectation." 



Affe~tatione being, in one.possible.way of looking 
. at them, the adoption of heroi.c etances by persons 
not entitled to them (the pretense that oµr natures, 
passions, acts are profound, il;'resistible, deliberate, 
like those of heroes), the easiest way of deflating 
them is, to let- them, like Aesop's frog, inflate 
tp.~selves a little moreo Fielding accomplishes 
this inflation, . like all the ,great practitione:i;-~ 
of mock.,.heroic~ primarily through his style. He· 
includ.es; of course, for what he calls his classical 
reader, a multitude of explicit mock-epic jokes-- · 
ranging from Homeric similes through the'epic 
genealogy of.Joseph's cudgel to the·hilari6us and 
surprisingly circumstantial travesty cllf 'Oedipus a~. 
tpe close ... -Where'the humor is largely at 1 the expense 
of epic fo~s and the heroic attitude teward life. 
But the subtler and more characteristic.type of 
mock-heroic in Fielding is that: which is !llust;t:ated 
in passages like the followingo· "Curs~ his b~uties," 
says Lady Booby of.Joseph," •• ~wh,ich can bas.ely·descend 
to this despicable wench, and·· b_e ungratefully deaf · to 
all the honours I-do himo And can.I then loveithis . . . . \ 

monster?" In passagei;; of. this,sort, d~e mo.ck-heroic 
style-is.fully functio:p.al, enal;lling the author to 
put before us· in a single ... dimension both the _character .. 
as it understands itself and as he t,iap:4s us . to under_: 
stand it. 7 · · · 

Fielding'i;; development of this."fu1ly funct;i.oni;il" mock-heroic 

style probably arose from his burlesqu~ of Pope!-s ·translation of 

Homer, rather than from a burlesque of.Homer's origirial style. 

Pope,- who. diligently translated the Iliad and the Odyssey into 

the eighteenth century style of English p~etry~ resorted to 

periphrasis to bring poetry to Homer's lineso As one writer said, 

it is 11A pretty poem, Mr. Pope, but you must not call it komer.11 

It has been generally agreed that Pope's diction in the Iliad 

is "artificial" and inflated, a style-thich Fi~lding couldeasily 

burlesque in the.comic epic. Further, Pope's Homer was.more. 

popular with the reading public of England.than Qther translations 
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because of its easy style and poetryo The version was also well 

known, an important fact on which Fielding relied for response to 

his burlesque of the diction~ as he implies in his reference to 

the "classical readero 11 

Although Fielding's greatness lies in his bµrlesque of the 

heroic diction of the epic, the influence of popular mock-epic 

works contributed significantly to his novel. One in particular 

he acknowledges on the title page of the novel: The HistoEY Ef 

the Adventures of JOSEPH ANDREWS and of his friend Mr. Abraham -- --· ------ . -
Adams; Written in Imitation of the MANNER of Cervantes, Author of - -· --- - . . -. 
DON QUIXOTE. He also notes his self-imposed rest:dctions--imita-

tion only of mannero Fielding's admiration of the frequently 

imitated Don Quixote is evident from the presence of the work in 

his personal libraryo8 

Wilbur Cross has pointed out many similarities in Don ~u~xote 

and Joseph Andrews. Each contains a hapless character on a 

journey, Mr. Abraham Adams in one, and Sancho Panza in the other. 

Each is grouped into four books in the manner of the epic. Each 

has chapters with pleasant or facetious headings and closing lines 

w;;i.th similar pleasant dict:iono Some of Fielding's episodes 

paralleled episodes in Cervantes, such as "The History of Leonora" 

in Joseph Andrews and "The Curious Impertinent, "in Don Quixot~, 

both serving the same purpose of halting the action. Eai;:.h adopts 

a certain dro].lery of style wh:ich becomes mock heroic on occasion 
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sucp. as the description of a contest in Cervantes and the description 



of a sunrise in Fieldingo Each author points 01,1t.the absurd or 

ridiculous incidents, manners, and·characters with fra"Q.k.nes1:1. 

Each author employs a narrator to comment on the action in a mock-

heroic atUtt1deo And each wo.rk makes light of a. serious work, 

Fielding of Richardson '.s Pamela, and Cervant;es of the romances of 

chivalry. I'Q. spite of what seems like a tremendous :f,nfluence on 

Fielding's development of his genre, Fielding manages 'to maintain 

an air of originality. 

Another specific work which Cross l>elieves. influenced Fielding 

was Le Paysan Parvenu by Marivaux. In particular, the scene in .,...... ' 

which Lady Booby attempts to seduce Joseph is seen in a comparable· 

aituation in Marivaux where the young man Jaco,b is removed from 

the country to the city life by.Madame de Feco1,1rt. The narrative 

in both works exhibits a certain gaiety of tone :l.n the description 

that borders on the mock-heroico9 

F. Homes Dudden noted that Fielding als.o knew the mock-heroic .. 

passages.of Scarrol'!,'s Roman Comigue and L 'Eneide Travestie and· 

the comic situation from Lesage's Gil Blas that·seemed a model 
' ' ---. 

for the Booby Hall. mistaken ·.affair between Beau Didapper and 

Dame Slipslop.10 Fielding had also imitated Moliere's satire 

during his playwriting days as well as Boileall '·s theoJ;"y of 

burlesque, l;l,ccording to A. E. Digeon. The familiarity with Abb( 

Bellegarde's work through the English translation, Reflections 

u2on Ridicule, _or.~ g ..!!. that makes>.!~ ridiculous; and 

the means to avoid it, also served Fielding in his formulation --.· - ._' 
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of his style in the comic epicoll 

Fielding's early wr:itings reflect the vast influence of the 

mock-heroic in the literature of the eighteenth century. His 

dramas~ which he called farces~--The Temple Beau, The Author's 

Farce, and Tom Thumb--foretell the style which he would develop 

for his comic epic poem in prose in Josep!!_ Andrews. The term 

"mock-heroic" does not appear in Fielding's descriptions of his 
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new genre~ Instead he uses the more disrepu,table term "burlesque." 

Two reasons may account for this. First, burlesque was an older 

term, more widely used than mock-heroic, and similar in purpose-

that of assigning a dignified and inflated style to a low 

character or situation. Second, Fielding was already labeled a 

burlesque writer because of h:is dramas. For fear that his new 

genre would be labeled a burlesque also, he defended the term by 

explaining its benevolence in the noveL 

Although Fielding does not call his 9iction "mock-heroic," 

a style which delights a reader because of its incongruity 

between matter and diction, it obviously is~ It also tends to 

give the novel a certain classical acumen, even though it employs 

witty satire rather than true heroics. 

The mock-heroic diction of Joseph Andrews produces one of the 

most delightfully funny novels ever written. Fielding's burlesque 

of such eighteenth century genres as the sentimental novel and 

sentimental drama~ as well as the conventional epic, provide much 

entertainment for the learned reader. For example a passage in 
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which Joseph laments for his sister Pamela, for his virtue, and 

fo·r his beloved Fanny when he thinks he is dying parodies the 

formal speech given by a hero:ic character in the epi,c. It also 

mocks Rkhardson 1 s inflated style in the sentimental novel, Pamela: 

O most adorable Pamela~ most v:i.rtuous sister! whose 
example could alone enable me to withstand all the 
temptations of riches and beauty,, and to preserve my 
virtue pure ll.nd chaste~ for the arms of my dear Fanny, 
if it had please.d Heaven that I should ever have come 
unto themo What riches, orhonourst or pleasures, can 
make us amends for the.loss of innocence? Doth not 
that alone afford us moll'.'e consolation, than all worldly 
acqubi.tions? What but i.nnocence and virtue could give 
any comfort to such a miserable wretch as I am? Yet 
these can make me prefer this sick and painful bed to 
all the ple~sures I should have found in my lady's. 
These can make me face death without fear; and though 
I love my Fanny more than ever man loved a woman, these 
can teach me to resign myself to the divine wiJ,.1 without 
rep1.ningo O~ thou delightful charming creature! if 
lleaven had indulged thee to my arms, the poorest, humblest 
state, would have been a paradise; I could have liv'd 
with thee in the lowest cottage, without envying the 
Palaces, the dainties~ or the riches of any man 
breathing. But I must leave thee, leave thee for ever, 
my dearest angel! I must think of another world; and 
I hearti.ly prf;!.y thou mayst meet comfort in this. (I,13) 

Lady Booby's dramatic frustration over her spurned love for Joseph 

becomes an effective mockery of the overdramati:z:ation characteristic 

of the sentimental drama which sought to move its viewers through 

sentimental emotiono Her mock-heroic soliloquy returns periodically 

throughout the novel to ridicule, first of all, the exaggerated 

sentiment and, second, her folly as a gentlewoman pining for her 

footmano 

Whither doth this violent passion hurry us! What meanness 
d9 we submit to from its impulse! Wisely we resist its 
first and least approaches; for it is then only we can 
assure ourselves the viet:oryo No woman could ever safely 



say, so far only will I goo Have I not exposed myself 
to the refusal of my footman?-..;.! cannot bear the. 
reflection. (Ii8) 

Near the end of the novel when Joseph and Fanny publish the 

banns for their marriage; Fielding's mocking diction is that of a 

tragic figure. Yet the exaggeration and mockery of.the overdone 

sentiment produce laughter rather than tears: 

What am I doing? How do.I suffer this pa.9:sion to 
creep imperceptibly upon me? How many days are 
passed since I could have. submitted·· to .ask. myself · 
the question?,-Marry a footman!, Distraction! Can· 
I afterwards bear the eyes ofmy acquaintance? But 
I can.retire from them; retire with one, in whom I 
propose more happiness .than the worlcl without him cari. 
give me! Retire---to feed continu;ally on ,:'beau ties, which 
my inflamed imagination sickens with e'agerly gazing on; 
to satisfy every appetite, every desire;' tfith their 
utmost wi.sh. Ha! and do I dote thus qn; a footinan? 
I despise, I detest my passic)Iio--Yet :W:hy? :J:s he not. 
generous, gentle, kind?..;.-Kind·! to whom? to the 
meanest wret:ch, a creature below my consideration. 
i>oth he not-:...yes, he do.th· prefer her." Curse his 
beauties' and the little iow heart that.·. possesses .. 
them; which can basely descend.to this despicable. 
wench, and, the ungratefully _deaf< t.o all. the honours 
I do him •. And can I then 'love this mon·~ter? No, 
I will tear his image from my bosom, tr.ead on him, 
spurn him. I will hav.e. those pitiful chat111s, which 
now I despise, mangled.in my sight; for I will not 
suffer the little jade' I hate, to r.iot the beauties 
I contemn. No, though i despise him ~yself; though 
I would spurn him from my feet, was he to;languish 
at them, no other shall taste the happitje~s I scorn. 
Why c;lo I say happiness? To me, it would be misery. 
To sacrifice my reputation, my character~ my rank 
in life, to the indulgence of a mean and a vile 
appetite: How I detest the thought! How inuch more 
exquisite is the pleasure resulting from the. reflection 
of virtue and prudence, than. the fai'i:it relish of what 
flows from vice and folly! .Whither did I suffer this 
improper, this mad passion to hurry me, only by 
neglecting to summon the aids of reason to my assist
ance? Reason, which hath now set before 1ne my 
desires in their proper colours, and iinmecliately 
help.ed me to expel them. (IV ,13) 
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Finally, she is able to overcome her passion--

res, I thank Heaven and my p_ride I have now perfectly 
conquered this unworthy passion; and if there was no 
obstacle in its way, my pride would disdain any 
pleasures.which could be the consequence of so base, 
so mean, so vulgar--(IV,13) 

At this point Mrs. Slipslop interrupts Lady Booby's thoughts to 

tell her that it has just been discovered that Joseph and Fanny 

are brother and sister and cannot marry after all. 

Fielding has told his reader that his burlesque in diction 

may be particularly discovered in the battles within the novel. 

One battle which rages the e-ntire length of the novel is the 

mental battle of Lady Booby within herself to overcome her 

passion for Joseph. Near the beginning of the novel, the reader 

discovers that the little god, Cupid, with his arrows, is the 

real enemy of Lady :Sooby, for 

the little god Cupid, fearing he had not yet done the 
lady's business, took a fresh arrow with the sharpest 
point out of his quiver and shot it directly into her 
heart: in other and plainer language, the lady's 
passion got the better of her reason. (I,7) 

One such battle she has with this little god, Cupid, employs many 

of th.e heroic .devices of the epic-:..i.ntervention of the gods, the 

epic simile, and heroic diction" This particular "battle" took 

place after she had attempted to remove Joseph from her life--

and her heart: 

But what hurt her most, was, that in reality she 
had not so entirely conquered her passion; the little 
god lay lurking in her heart, though anger and disdain 
so hoodwinked her, that she could not see him. She was 
a thousand times on the very brink of revoking the 
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se.ntence she had passed against the poor youth o 

Love beca.'111.e hi.s advocatej a:nd whispered many 
things in his favour o HoJ.'lOUl'.' 1:lkewise endeavoured 
to vindicate his crime, a,:nd Pity to mitigate his 
punishmento On the other si.de~ Pride and Revenge· 
spoke ai;; loudly agai.ns t hi.mo And thus the poor 
lady waEJ tortured with pe1'.·ple:1dty, opposite passions 
d:i.stracting and tearing her mind different wayso 
(IjlO) 

Fielding's narrator likens the battle to the weighing of both the 

at to:rueys in the hall of Wes tmlns te·r ~ 

:So have I seen, i.n the hall of Westminster, where 
Se:rjeant Bramble hath been retained on the right sid~, 
and Se:rjeamt Puzzle on the left 9 the balance of opinion 
(so equal were their fee.es) alternate.ly incline to either 
scale. Now B:r~.mble throws in an argument:" and Puzzle' s 
scale strikes the beam; agaln, B:t'amble shares the like 
fate, overpowered by theweight of Puzzle. Here Bramble 
hits, there Puzzle strikes; he.re one has you, there 
t 1 othe:r has you; t:lll at last all becomes one scene 
of confusion in the tortured minds of the hearers; 
equal wagers a:ce laid 011 the success; and neither 
judge nor jury can possibly make any thing of the 
matter; all things are so enveloped by the careful 
serjeants in doubt and obscur:ityo (l,10) 

Another struggle within Lady Booby occurred near the end of 

the novel in her dreams when she discovered that "the arrow had 

p:ierced deeper than she imagined; nor was the wound so easily 

to be cured" (IV,1). Someone has said that much of Lady Booby's 

speech is a burlesque of the Elizabethan tra~edy qu~en, but Lady 

Booby's self pity more 11.kely reminded Fielding's readers of the 

tragi~ sentiment in such dramas as Steele's, The Conscious Loverso 

Her diction i'Q. the mockingly heroic manner i.s consiistent with 

F:ielding I s efforts t<0 confine his burlesque to the dictiono The 

comic effect is deI'ived from t:he i.nc.ongruity between the heroics 

of the passion and the subject for this pass.ion, 
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While Lady Booby was battling her own emotions, fielding 

supplied the learned reader with numerous examples of "heroic" 

battles in his noveL The reader, surprised by the use of heroic 

diction to describe either a fre.e-for-all, a tavern brawl, or just 

a fist fight, is delighted with the resulL 

Parson Adams, the one character who assumes heroic if some-

tim1=s ludicrous positions by al.ways championing the cause of virtue· 

and r:ighteousness, is a poor but virtuous parsonp I:rnnically he 

is often engaged in some sort of battle, usually one in which his 

fists find their mark. Assuming the language of the heroic 

which one expects to £:ind in the heroic epic but not in a ccmic 

work, Field:j_ng uses burlesque d:ict:ion, after the manµ.er of 

Cervantes. 

The effect arising from this burlesque of th~ diction is 

f'irst of del:ight, even laughter.·, then an awareness of how ridi-

culous the dict:ion represents the matte:r·, and ultimately an 

awesome awareness that this burlesque of the dictiol} has actually 

elevated what would have been common and .base to a sense of the 

heroic. 

One instance of this effect occurred at an inn where Joseph 

was being cared for by the hostess of the inn. Her husband. 

resented this aid given a footman and became very rude. Adams 

intfi!rceded and there was an argument, during which Jo~eph told 

the host to behav~ .better to Mro Adams, one of his "b~tters." 

At which the host (having f:i.rst strictly su-rveyec;i Adams) 
scornfully repeating the word betters flew into a rage, 



and. telling Joseph) He was able to walk.out of.his 
house$ as he had been to walk into it, offered'to 
lay violent hands on him; which perceivi.ng, Adams 
dealt him so sound a compliment over his face With 
his fist, that the blood immediately gushed out of 
his nose in a stream. The host being unwilling to 
be outdone in courtesy~ especially by a person of 
Adam's figure~ returned the favour with so much 
gratitude, that the parson's nostrils began.to look 
a little redder than usualo Upon which he agai~ 
assailed his antagonist, and with another stroke 
laid him sprawling on the floor. 

The hostess~ who.was a better wife than so surly 
a husband deserved, seeing her husband all bloody 
and stretched along, hastened presently to his ass is·" 
tance ~ or rather to revenge the blow' which to all 
appearance, was. the last he would ever receive;· when, 
lo! a pan full of hog's blood, which unluckily stood 
on the dresser, presented itself first to her hands. 
She seized it in her fury, and, without any reflection, 
discharged it into the parson's face; anq with so good 
an a.:iln, that much the greater part first.saluted his 
countenance, and'trickled thence in so larg~ a current 
down to his beard, and all over his garments, that a 
more horrible specta,cle was hardly to be seen, or 
even i,magined. All which was perceived by Mrs. Slipslop, 
who entered the kitchen at that instant. This good 

· gentlewoman, not being of a temper so extremely cool 
and patient, as perhaps was required to ask tnan.y ques-
tions on this occasion, flew with great impetuosity at 
the.hostess's cap, which, together with some of her.hair, 
she plucked from her head in a moment, giving her, at the 
same time, several hearty cuffs in the face; which, by 
frequent practice on the inferior servants, she had 
learned an excellent knack of delivering with a good grace. 
Poor Joseph could hardly rise from his chair; the 
parson was employed in wiping the blood from his eyes, 
whieh had entirely blinded him; and the +andlord was. 
just beginning to stir; whilst Mrs. Slipslop, holding 
down the landladyvs face with her left hand,.made so 
dexterous a use of her right~ that the poor woman began 
to roar, in a key which alarmed all the company in the inno 

·rt was now no difficulty to put an end to the fray, 
the conquerors being satisfied with the vengeance they 
had taken, and the conquered having no appetite .to 
renew the fighta The principal figure, and which engaged 
the eyes of all, was Adams 1 who was all over covered with 
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-blood, which the whole company concluded to be his 
own; and consequently imagined him no longer for 
this world. But the host, who had now recovered 
from his blow, and was risen from the ground, soon 
delivered them from this apprehension, by damning 
his wife for wasting the hog's puddings, and telling 
her all would have been very well, if she had not 
intermeddled, like ab---- as she was; adding, he 
was very glad the gentlewoman had paid her; though 
not half what she deserved. The poor woman had in-
deed fared much the worst; having, besides the unmerciful 
cuffs received, lost a quantity of hair, which Mrs. 
Slipslop in triumph held in her left hand. (II,5) 

The passage at first appears to be a slapstick rendition of 

a barroom brawl and there appears to be very little burlesque in 

the diction. But observe that a punch in the nose is called a 

"compliment over the face." The host _did not receive a bloody 

nose; instead "the blood immediately gushed out of his nose in 

a stream." The host hit back so as not to be "outdone in 

courtesy" and to return "the favour with so much gratitude." 

Because Adams' "nostrils began to look a little redder than 

usual," he again "a$sailed his antagonist" and laid him sprawling 

on the floor with another "stroke." The hostess revenged "the 

blow" when "lo!" a pan of hog's blood "presented itself" to her 

hands and she "discharged" it into the parson's face, the g:r:eater 
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part of which "first saluted his countenance."- Fielding burlesqued 

the diction by referring to Adams and Slipslop and Joseph as the 

"conquerors" who were satisfied with their "vengeance," and 

the innkeepers as the "conquered." One is reminded of Pope's 

periphrasis in the Rape£!.. the Lock when he used such witty 

expressions as "Gl;i.tt'ring forfex," meaning "scissors • ." 



Because of this mocking diction, the reader is highly entertained, 

precisely what Fielding intendedo 

The most heroic and most comical of all the burlesqued 

battles is that one in which Adams becomes the prey for pursuing 

dogs who were released for sport by an unnatural huntsman~ In 

this battle Fielding employs all the epic conventions that Homer 

would have used in a heroic battleo This "battle" is bet;ween the 

dogs and Adams, with some assistance from Joseph for Adams, a 

situation which Homer would hardly deem suitable for his epico 

But Fielding goes even further in burlesquing the diction by 

extending a parody to the conventions of the epic form. In this 

particular "battle" there is an interruption in the action, an 

invocation to a muse, a catalogue of the history of Joseph's 

cudgel, an epic simile, an interference from the gods, and, of 

course, the heroics of the battle itselfo 

The battle begins when the dogs devour a rabbit which they 

have just caught: 

The hare was caught within a yard or two of 
Adams, who lay asleep at some distance from the 
lovers; and the hounds in devouring it, and pulling 
it backwards and forwards, had drawn it so close to 
him, that some of them (by mistake perhaps for the 
hare's skin) laid hold of the skirts of his cassock; 
others at the same time applying their teeth to his 
wig, which he had with a handkerchief fastened to his 
head, began to pull him about; and, had not the motion 
of his body had more effect on him than seemed to .be 
wrought by the noise, they must certainly have tasted 
his flesh, which delicious flavour might have been 
fatal to him; but being roused by these tuggings, he 
instantly awaked and with a jerk delivering his head 
from his wig, he with most admirable dexterity 
recovered his legs, which now seemed the only members 
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he could entrust his safety too Having, therefore, 
escaped l:i,kewise from at least a third part of his 
cassock, which he willingly left as his ex:uviae or 
spoils to the enemy, he fled with the utmost speed 
h~ could summon to his assistance. Nor let this be 
any detrac.tion from the bravery of his character: 
let the number of the enemies, and the surprise in 
which he was taken, be considered; and if there h· 
any modern so outrageously brave that h~ cannot 
admit of flight in any circumstance whatever, I 
say (but I whisper that softly,, and I solemnly 
declare without any intention of giving offence 
to any brave man in the nation), I say, or rather 
whi.sper, that he is an ignorant fellow,,)md hath 
never read Homer, nor Virgil, nor knows pe any 
thing of Hector or Turnus; nay, he is unacquainted 
with the history of some great men living, who, 
though as brave as lions, ay, as tigers~ have run 
away~ the Lord knows how far, and the Lord knows 
why, to the surprise of their friends, and the 
entertainment of their enemies" But if persons 
of such heroic disposition are a littl~'- offended 
at the behaviour of Adams, we assure them they 
shall be as much pleased with what we shall 
immediately relate of Joseph Andrews" (III,6) 

l'he humiliation of being worried by dogs is spared Adams in 

this introductory acti.on to the battle by the dexterity of 

Fielding's diction which allows not one little bit of lowness to 

mar the dignity of the parson" The laughter arises when the 

reader realizes almost.with surprise that this is a ridiculous 

situation" It is made all the more humorous and delightful 

by the author's refusal to crack a smile at what surely appears 

to be a hilarious sceneo Heroically, Adams delivers himself 

from the dogs by leaving behind him his !lexuviae or spoils to. 

the enemy," i.eo, a good part of his already worn cassocko 

Fielding then lapses into the Cervantean practice of 

interrupting the action to give particular detail to a tangent~ 
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this time a discourse on why Adams took "flight." He chides the 

reader who "cannot admit flight in any circumstance whatever" to 

read the classics of Homer a.nd Vi.rgil where a like incident has 

occurred without detracting from the "bravery of his character." 

Upon viewing the figure of Adams in this predicament, th;e huntsman, 

instead of calling off his dogs, has spurred them.on, declaring 

"it was the largest jack-hare he ever saw". (III ,6) 

Fielding now calls upon a muse, ''whoever thou art 1 
11 who 

11pl;'esidest over biography, and hast inspired all the writers of 

lives in these our times" to assist him in what he finds himself 

"unequal to": 

Do thou introduce on the plain, the young, the gay, 
the brave Joseph Andrews, whilst men shall view 
him with admiration and envy, tender v·irgins witl). 
love and anxious concern for his safety. (III,6) 

The detailed history of a weapon is a standard convention in 

the classic epic, and Fielding burlesques the diction of such. 

history in the detailed account of Joseph's cudgel which he will 

use to fend off the dogs: 

No sooner did Joseph Andrews perceive the distress 
of his friend, when first the quick-scenting dogs 
attacked him, than he grasped his cudgel in his right 
hand; a cudgel which his father had of his grandfather, 
to whom a mighty strong man of Kent had given it for a 
present in that day when he broke three heads on the 
stage. It was a cudgel of mighty strength and wonder
ful art, made by one of Mr. Deard's best work~en, whom 
no other artificer can equal, and who.hath made all 
those.sticks which the beaux have lately walked with 
about.the Park in a morning; but this was far his 
masterpiece. On its head was engraved a nose and 
chin, which might have been mistaken for a pair of 
nutcrackers. The learned have imagined it designed to 



represent the Gorgon; but: is was in fact copied from the 
face of a certain long English baronet, of infinite 
wit, humour, and gravityo He did intend to have engraved 
here many histories: as the first night of. Captain 
B 'splay, where you would have.seen critics in 
e~idery transplanted from the boxes to the pit, 
whose ancient inhabitants were exalted to the galleries, 
where they played on catcalls. He did intend to have 
an auction-room, where. Mro Cock would have appeared 
aloft in his pulpit, trumpeting forth the praises of 
a china basi.n, and with astonishment wondering that, 
"nobody bids more for that fine, that superb 11--He 
did intend t:o have engraved many other things, but 
was forced to.leave all out for want of room. (III,6) 

One wonders what :i.s happening to poor Mr. Adams while the 

author interrupts the action to give this historical acaount of 
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the weapon. The diction:, imitating the heroic,manner of Cerva;ntes, 

is elevated to burlesque the lowness of the subject. The cudgel 

is more of a billy club than a weapon. of great valor o It is '';low"--

a weapon c1:;1.r:ded by foot travelers to ward off danger"'."'-not an 

instrument for heroic combato Notice the triviality of the 

subject matter which is treated so majestic.ally: it was made 

"by one of Mro Deard 1 s best workmen" who was a toymaker; and the 

first night of "Captain B_ .. -·-·-_' s play" which was to be historically 

engraved on the head of the cudgel was a reference to a play wh:ich 

closed the first nighto The audience was refunded the admission 

price because the play was so dull. 

The battle continues: 

No s.ooner had Joseph grasped his cudgel in his 
hands than lightning darted from his eyes; and the 
heroic, youth, swift of foot, ran wJth the utmost 
speed to his friend's assistance" He overtook him 
just as Rockwood had laid hold of the skirt of his 
cassock, whi.ch being torn, hung to the ground, (III,6) 



The burlesque of the diction here gives Joseph a very heroic, 

nature as "lightning darted from his eyesll and he was "swift of 

foot~" The name given the hound that was heatedly pur,suing Adams· 

is a very nob.le and heroic name-,-Rockwood--indicating that he 

possesses great strength and,valour as well. as a heroic nature 

(III,6) • 

In the thick of th:i.s scene. the author again chooses to 

interrupt, this ti.me with a hero:i.c. comparison to. Joseph's valour. 

However, he is unable to think of a comparison but interrupts 

anyway: 

Reader, we·wo~ld make· a simile on. this occasion, but 
for two reasons: the .first is, it would interrupt the 
descri.ption, which should be rapid in this part;; but 
that.doth.not weigh much, many precedents occurring 
for such an interruption~ the second, and much, the 
greater reason, is, that we could find no simile 
adequate to our purpose: for, indeed, what instaJ:'l,ce 
could we bring to set before our reader's eyes at once 
the idea of friendship, courage, youth, beauty, stret;igth; 
and swiftness? all which bl~zed in the person of Joseph 
Andrews. Let those therefore. that describe lions and 
tigers, and heroes fiercer than both, raise their poems 
or plays. with the simile of Joseph Andrews, who is 
himself above the reach of any simile. (III,6) 

He justifi.es his interruption by the fact that "many 

prec~dents /have occurred] for such an interruption," indicating 

his parody of the pract:ice in the classic epic. 

The action now resumes with rapid description and is perhaps 

the most skillful parody of the periphrastic style in the epic 

that can be found. 

Now Roc~wood had laid fast hold on the parson's 
ski.rts, and stopt his flight; whi.ch Joseph no sooner 
perceived than he levelled his cudgel at his head and 
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laid him sprawlingo Jowler and Ringwood then fell 
on his great-coat, and had undoubtedly brought him 
to the ground, had not Joseph, collecting all his 
force, given Jowler such a rap on the back, that, 
quitting hi.s hold~ he ran, howling over the plain. 
A harder fate remained for thee, 0 Ringwood! 
Ringwood, the best hound that ever pursued a hare, 
who never threw his tongue but where the scent was 
undoubtedly true; good at t:1t.J,LlJ11ig,and sure in a 
highway; no babbler, no over-runner; respected by the 
whole pack, who, whenever he opened, knew the game was 
at hand. He fell by the stroke of Joseph. Thunder 
and Plunder, and Wonder and Blunder, were the ne;x:t 
victims of his wrath, and measured their lengths 
on the groundo Then Fairmaid, a bitch which Mr. 
John Temple had bred up in his house, and fed at 
his own table, and lately sent the squire fifty 
miles for a present, ran fiercer than she, being 
des<;!ended from an Amazonian breed, and had worried 
bulls in her own country, and now waged an unequal 
fight, and had shared the fate of those we have 
mentioned before, had not Diana (the reader ma.y 
believe or not if he pleases) in that instant 
interposed" and, :in the shape of the huntsman, 
snatched her favour:ite up in her arms. 

The parson now faced about, and with his crab
stick felled many to the earth, and scattere4.others, 
till he was attacked by Caesar and pulled to the 
ground. Then Joseph flew to his rescue, and with 
such might fell on the victor, that O eternal blot 
to his name: Caesar ran yelping away. (III,6) 

The catalogue of worriers here--Ringwood, Thunder and Plunder, 

and Wonder and Blunder, Fairmaid, and Caesar--is characteristic of 

the heroic epic" Each hound, is described in accordance with 

his reputationo Fairmaid is so valued that the gods interpose to 

save her, a favorite machine of the classicists to turn the tide 

in a battle. In this case the benefactor is Diana, but in the 

shape of the huntsmano The mocking tone of the diction is so 

delightful to the reader that he is almost unaware of the baseness 

of the subject, although the incongruity between it and the 
,}' ., 
,,.,.1-
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diction is what springs hi.s delight. The battle continues, but 

not for long: 

The battle now raged with the most dreadful 
violence, when, lo! the huntsman, a man of years 
and dignity, lifted his voice, and called his 
hounds from the fight; telling them, in a language 
they understood, that it was in vain to contend 
longer, for that fate had decreed the victory to 
their enemies. 

Thus far the muse hath with her usual dignity 
related this prodigious battle, a battle, we 
apprehend, never equalled by any poet, romance 
or life writer whatever, and, having brought it 
to a conclusion, she ceased: we shall therefore 
p:r:o~eed in our ordi.nary style with the continuation 
of this hist.ory. (:III,6) 

In a burlesque of the heroic style, the huntsman recalled his 

hounds because "fate had de.creed the victory to their enemies." 

Fielding recalls to the reader that the muse has related 

this "battle" with her "usual dignity" and that he will return 

to his ordinary style for the remainder of the story, thus 

leaving his burlesque in diction for a while. This "battle/' 

as Fielding calls it, is the most heroic of all encounters which 

he describes in his novel. Other encounters employ the use of 

the burlesque in diction but not the obvious., paredy of the 

conventions of the heroic epic. 

The next battle ensues when the huntsman discovers Fanny, 

who is nursing Adams and Joseph from the last foray, and lfes::i,res 

hex·. The three travelers escaped the huntsman and hi$ ill,.. 

natured friends to an inn where they spent the night. Some of 
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the huntsman's men pursued them and were unsuccessful in snatching 



Fanny without first battling Adams and Joseph. A 1!).an called the 

Captain 

was leveling a blow at his head, which would probably 
have silenced the preacher for ever, had no~ Joseph 
in that instant lifted up a certain huge stone pot 
of the chamber with one hand, which si~ beaux could 
have lifted with both, and discharged it, together 
with the contents, full in the captain's :f:ace. The 
uplifted hanger dropped from his hand, and he fell 
prostrated on the floor with a lumpish noise, and his 
halfpence rattled i.n his pocket; the red liquor which 
his vei.ns contained, and the white liquor whi~h the 
pot contained ran in one stream down his face and his 
clothes. Nor had Adams quite escaped, some of the 
water having in its passage shed its honours on his 
head, and began to trickle down the wrinkles or rather 
furrows of his cheeks~ when one of the servants, 
snatching a mop out of a pail of water whicb had 
already done its duty i.n washing the house, pu1:1hed 
it in the parson's face; yet could not he bear him. 
down, for the parson, wresting the mop from the 
fellow with one hand, with his other brought the 
enemy as low·· as the earth, having given hilll a st:i:oke 
over that part of the face where, in ~ome men of 
pleasure, the natural and artificial noses are 
conjoined. (lII,9) 

The scene borders on caricature in description as one 

envisions the virtuous Adams co·vered with the contents of the 

chamber pot, but the delight in the situation is heightened by 

the dexterity of the diction in avoiding the lowp.ess which is 

appropriate to the scene. Instead of hitting the captain on the 

.nose with the mop, he "brought the enemy as low as the earth, 

having given him a stroke over that part of the face wqere, in 

some men of pleasure, the natural and artificial noses are 
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conjoined." The exaggeration of the diction calls forth tl;le comic 

that would not be present in language not colored py burlesque. 

The gods in the guise of Fortune intervene in th;is battle, 



however, and Joseph and Adams are not the victors: 

Hitherto Fortune seemed to incline the victory 
on the travelers' side, when, according to her 
custom, she began to show the fickleness of her 
disposition; for now the host entering the field, 
or rather chamber, of battle, flew directly at 
Joseph, and darting his head into his stomach 
(for he was a stout fellow, and an expert boxer) 
almost staggered him: but Joseph stepping one 
leg back, did with his left hand so chuck him 
under the chin that he reeled. The youth was 
pursuing his blow with his right hand, when he 
received from one of the servants such a stroke 
with a cudgel on his temples, that it instantly 
deprived him of sense:, and he measured his length 
on the ground. 

Fanny rent the air with her cries; and Adams 
was coming to the assistance of Joseph; but the 
two serving-men and the host now fell on him, and 
soon subdued him, though he fought like a madman, 
and looked so black with the impressions he had 
received from the mop, that Don Quixote would 
certainly have taken him for an enchanted Moor. 
But now follows the most tragical part; for the 
captain was risen again, and seeing Joseph on 
the floor, and Adams secured, he instantly laid 
hold on Fanny, and, with the assistance of the 
poet and player, who, hearing the battle was over 
were now come up, dragged her, crying and tearing 
her hair, from the sight of Joseph, and, with a 
perfect deafness to all her entreaties, carried 
her down stairs by violence, and fastened her on 
the player's horse; and the captain mounting his 
own, and leading that on which this poor miserable 
wretch was, departed, without any more consideration 
of her cries than a butcher hath of those of a lamb; 
for indeed his thoughts were entertained only with 
the degree of favour which he promised himself 
from the. squire on the success of this adventure. (III,9) 

The delight here is not in so great a degree as other instances 

as it arrives only from cleverness of the mock-heroic diction. 

Fielding u~es Fanny as the reason for another battle. Back 

at the parish she was walking in a lane where she had appointed 
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to meet Joseph. A yQung gentleman on horseback aceos.ted her w:f,.th 

much passion but she;-was able to fend him off as :he w;as "not· of.· 

the Herculean. race." He left his servant, howev~r, to negotiat:e · 

for him while he paid a visit to Lady Booby, his relative. 

The· trusty fellow, who was-employed in an office 
he had been long accustomed·to, dbcharged his part 
with all the fi:delity and dexterity im,agin~ble; 'but 
to no purpose. She was "entirely deaf to his pffers, · 
and. rejected. them with, the utmost disdainq At _last .. 
the. ·pimp, who had perhaps more warm blood about him 
than his master, began to solicit·for himself; he 
told her; though he was a servant, he was a mall,. of 
some fortune, which he would make her Jnistress of-... 
and this without any Jnsultto her virtue, for that 
he would marry her. She-answered, if his master 
himself, or the greatest lord in the land, would 
marry her, she would refuse him. At ·last, being 
weary with persuasions, and. on fire with charms 
whic_h would have almost kindled a flame in .the 
bosom o.f an ancient philosopher, or modern divine, 
he fastened-his horse to the ground, anp attacked 
her with much more force than the gentleman had 
exerted. Poor Fanny would not have been able to 
resist his rudeness a short.time, but the deity who 
presides over chaste love sent. her Joseph to her 
a1;1sist;ance. · He __ no sooner came within sight, and 
perceived her struggling with a ·man, than like a· 
cannon ball, or like lightning, or any thing that 
is swifter, if any thing be; he ran towards her,· and 
coming up just as ·the ravisher had torn her han~ker
chief from her breast 11 before his lips had touched 
that seat of·innocence and bliss, he.dealt him so 
lusty a ·blQW in .that part of ·his neck which a rope 
would have become with the utmost propriety, that 
the.fellow staggered backwards, and perceiving that 
he.had to do with something rougher than the little, 
tender, trembling hand of Fanny, he quitted her, and 
turning about, saw his rival, with fire flashing 
from his eyes, again ready to assail him;· and; indeed 
before he could well defend himself, or return the 
first blow, he ,receiv~d a second, which, had _fallen 
on that part of the stomach to which it was directed., 
would have·been probably the last·he,would. ha,ve had 
1;3ny · occasion -for; for the ravfslier lifting up his 
hand, drove the blow upwards to his mouth, whence it 

··dislodged three of his teeth; and now not c;onceiving 
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any extraordinary affection for the beauty of Joseph's 
person, nor being extremely pleased with this method 
of salutation, he collected all his force, and aimed 
a blow at Joseph's breast, which he artfully parried 
with one fist, so that it lost its force entirely in 
the air; and stepping one foot backward, he darted 
his fist so fiercely at his enemy, that had he not 
caught it in his hand (for he was a boxer of no 
inferior fame) it must have tumbled him on the ground. 
And now the ravisher meditated another blow, which 
he aimed at that part of the breast where the heart 
is lodged; Joseph did not catch it as before, yet so 
prevented its aim, that it fell directly on his nose, 
but with abated force. Joseph then moving both fist 
and foot forwards at the same time, threw his head 
so dexterously. in.to the stomach of the ravisher, - that 
he fell a lifeless lump on the field, where he lay 
many minutes breathless and motionless. (IV,7) 

Fielding does not burlesque as much of the diction in this 

battle but he does burlesque the tactics of pattle which are 

characteristic of .the serious epic. Homer did not usually fight 

his battles over the virtue of a young maiden, especially a 

servant girl. Helen of Troy was a stolen queen who must be 

returned for reasons not romantic, so Fielding is not burlesquing 

or parodying a situation from Homer. But he does have in common 
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the intense business of the battle, complete with vivid descript:i,.on. 

This example would perhaps be one of the weakest ones of the 

burlesque in the battle, because the diction describing the battle 

is not so anachronous with the reason for the battle, which is 

the heroic defense of a woman's virtue by her betrothed. Our 

delight arises in this passage with the careful dic;:.tion of 

Fielding which burlesques a more polite diction to prevent vul~ar 

usageo An example ts the blow which Joseph directs at the 

ravisher which, "had it fallen on that part of the stomach to which 



it was directed, would have been probably the last he would have 

had occasion foro" 

One of the most entertaining interruptions in a battle came 

when Adams rescued a maiden" who turned out to be Fanny, from a 

ravisher. The exaggerated and burlesqui;:d dictiol'l- des~ribing the 

brains of the ravisher is among the most delightful- in the novelf 

Adams lifted his crabstick and 

levelled a blow at that part of the ravisher's head, 
where, accordi.ng to the opinion of the anciepts, the 
brains of some persons are deposited:1 and which he 
had undoubtedly let forth~ had not Nature (who, as 

,wise men have observed~ equips all creatures with 
what :f.s most expedient for them) taken a provident 
care (as she always doth with those she intends for 
encounters) to make this part of the head three times 
as thick as those of ordinary men, who are designed to 
exercise talents which are vulgarly called ra.tionf!.1, 
and for whom;, as necessary, she is obliged to leave 
some room for them in the cavity of the skull; where~ 
as, those :ingredients being entirely useless to 
persons of the heroic calling~ she hath an opportun:lty 
of thickening the bone" so as to make it less subject 
to any impression, or Ii.able to be cracked or broken; 
and indeed, in some who are predestined to the com
mand of ari;nies and empires, she is supposed sometimes 
to make that part perfectly solido (II,9) 
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Aside from the battles, Fielding colors his descriptions with 

a delightful use of the mock-heroic diction. One such instance is 

the passionate parting between Joseph and Fanny: 

A thousand sighs heaved the bosom of Joseph, a thousand 
tears distilled from the lovely eyes of Fanny (for that 
was her name)o Though her violent love made her more 
passive i.n his embraces; and she often pulled him to 
her breast with a. soft pressure, which, though perhaps 
it would not have squeezed an insect to death, caused 
more emotion in the heart of Joseph, than the closest 
Corni.sh hug could have doneo (I,11) 

The exaggeration of the heroic description interspersed with 
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such ludicrous comparisons as squeezing an insect to death and a 

Cornish hug which implies the wrestling holds of wrestlers in 

Cornwall invoke delight and laughter from the knowledgeable reader. 

Joseph continues to be exaggeratedly heroic in his love for 

Fanny. When he fears he is goi.ng to die from a beating, he 

fetches a deep sigh and cries, "Poor Fanny, I wo1J.ld I could have 

lived to see thee! but God 9 s will be done" (I,13). His heroic 

love for Fanny extended to a little gold piece which she had given 

him--"not to preserve my life from starving, nor to redeem it 

from •a robber, would I part with this dear piece!" (I,2) he answers 

when the hostess demands it in payment for boarding Adams' horse. 

Nor was Fanny incapable of the heroic love which she held 

for Joseph. Joseph and Fanny had just been reunited in an inn. 

Adams, who had smoked three pipes, dropped off to sleep and left 

the couple 

to enjoy by themselves, during some hoµrs, a happiness 
of which none of my readers who have never been in love 
are capable of the least conception, though we had as 
many tongues as Homer desired to describe it with, and 
which all true lovers will represent to their own 
minds, without the least assistance from us. 

Let it suffice then to say, that Fanny, after 
a thousand entreaties~ at last gave up her whole soul 

· to Joseph; and almost fainting in his arms, with a 
sigh infinitely softer and sweeter too than any 
Arabian breeze, she whispered to his lips, which 
were then close to hers, "O Joseph, you have won 
me; I will be yours for ever." (II,13) 

Fielding calls attention to the incongruity between the 

heroic diction and the ~atter hi~self in this last passage in 

which Joseph has failed to keep Fanny from being carried away by 



a ravisher: 

Joseph so sooner came perfectly to himself, than, 
perceiving his mistress gone, he bewailed her loss 
with groans which would have pierced any heart but 
those which are possessed by some people, .and are 
made of a certain composition, not unlike flint 
in its hardness and other properties; for you may 
strike fire from them, which will dart through the 
eyes, but they can never distil one drop of water 
the same way. His own, poor youth, was of a softer 
composition; and at those words, "O my dear Fanny! 
O my love: shall I never, never see thee more:" his 
eyes overflowed with tears, which would have become 
anything but a hero. In a·word,. his despair was 
more easy to be conceived than related. (III,11) 

One of the main points which F:J.elding makes ~bout his theory 

is that it is written in prose--not poetry. Nevertheless he 

burlesques the inflated poetic images, such as personification 

and simile, characteristic of Pope's Homer. The result is 

delightful, giving his prose work an aesthetic sound of poetry. 

The first image sets the time which Joseph must visit Lady Booby 

at her beckoning: 

Now the rake Hesperus had called for his breeches, 
and having well rubbed his drowsy eyes, prepared to 
dress hi~self for all night; by whose e~ample his 
brother rakes on earth likewise leave those beds in 
which they had slept away the day. Now Thetis, the 
good housewife, began to put on the pot, in order 
to regale the good man Phoebus after his daily 
labors were overo In vulgar language, it was the 
evening when Joseph attended his lady's orders. (!~8) 

Fielding delights in double meanings such as the one implied 

in the "brother rakes on earth. 11 ' In other places in tlie nov~l 

he has at times employed this double meaning wpich is not wholly 

burlesque in diction and which descends.to that fals~ wit which 

plays with wordso One such instance is the description of Betty, 
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the chambermaid'ss love affairs: 11While she burnt for him, several 

others burnt for here Officers of the army, young gentlemen 

travelling the western circuit~ inoffensive squires, and some of 

graver characters, were set afire by her charms:" (I,18) Another 

is the offensive wit of the lawyer in his teasing of Joseph in 

his naked state in the coach after his beati,ng. (I,12) 

Another example of the poetic personification that elevates 

from the vulgar setting is one which describes the morning after 

Joseph has been brought to an inn nearly dead from a beating: 

Aurora now began to show her blooming cheeks over 
the hills, wh:ilst t;en millions of feathered sop.g$ters, 
in jocund chorus, repeated odes a thousand times 
sweeter t:han those of our laureat, and sung both the 
day and the song; when the master of the inn., Mr. Tow
wouse, arose, and learning f·rom his maid an account of 
the robbery, and the situation of his poor naked guest, 
he shook his head, and cried, "good-lack-a-day:" and 
then ordered the girl to carry him one of his own shirts. 
(I,12) 

A third personification that lends a poetic setting also 

concerns the morning after Adams, Joseph, and Fa~ny have spent 

the night with the Wilson's on their journey home. Mrs. Wilson 

always takes a morning walk in the garden. 

That beautiful young lady the Morning now rose 
from her bed, and with a countenance blooming wi~h 
fresh youth and spright:li.ness, like Miss __ , with 
soft dews hanging on p.er pouting lips, began to 
take her early walk over the eastern hills; and 
presently after, that gallant person the Sun stole 
softJ_y from his wife's chamber to pay his addresses 
to her; when the gentleman asked his guest if he 
wquld walk forth and survey his little garden; 
which he readily agreed to; and Joseph at the same 
time awaking from a sleep~ in which he had been two 
hours buried~ went with themo (III,4) 
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Fielding's burlesque of personification seems to raise 

burlesque above its reputed .lown,esso It does not solicit a 

r&ucus laughter.a Rather it affords the reader delight in the 

beauty of the moment before he is brought back. ta a vulgar setting. 

The laughter, of coµrse~ springs from the incongruity. 

The burlesque of the epic simile al~o, inadvertently, serves 

as an interruption in the action in some cases. Numerous examples 

of the burlesque of the epic s:imile appear in Jose:;eh Andrews. 

The delight in these passages arises f:rom the incongruity evident 

betw~en an inferior action and :its comparison to a more noble 

circ;:ums tanc.e. The most humorous that borders almost on caricature 

is a descript:i.on of Mr.e. Slipslop while attempting to seduce 

Joseph: 

As when a hungry tigress, who long has traversed 
the woods in fruitless search, sees within the reach 
of her claws a lamb~ she prepares to leap on her prey; 
or as a voracious pike, of immense size, surveys throu,gh 
the liquid element a roach or gudgeon which cannot 
escape her jaws" opens them wide to swallow the little 
fish; so di.d Mrs. Slipslop prepare to lay her v:tolent 
amorous hands on the poor Joseph •••• (I, VI) 

E::tther comparison to a hungry tigress or a voracious pike is not 

at all flattering to the frust:rated Mrs. Slipslop. She becomes 

a comic character when her attempt to seduce Joseph is compared 

tq the violence attendant upon survival. It is the gross 

exaggeration here that causes critics to accuse Fielding of 

employing "low" burlesque that e~tends to men and manners--not 

just the diction. 

It could be argued that Fielding caricatures, but he 
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generally controls his diction so carefully that the burlesque 

does not ~xtend to the charactero Probably influen~ed by the 

sentimentalism that was taking the sting from the low forms of wit, 

his comic· effect arising from the burlesque was often accompanie.d 

by pity for the comic character. Although Mrs. Slipslop provides 

laughter through Fielding's exaggerated description of her intet\t, 

she also becomes a pitiful c·reature because she cannot control 

her desires, though the reader feels little sympathy for her. 

Another simi.le describes Lady Booby's response when Joseph 

tell$ her he hopes to keep h:1s virtue after she has as much as 

said he may have his way with her body. 

You have heard, reader, poets talk of the statue of 
Surprise; You have heard likewise, or else you ha:ve 
heard very little how surpri.se made one of the sons 
of Croesus speak, though he was dumb. You have seen 
the faces, in the eighteenpenny gallery, when, thro-ugh 
the trapdoor, to soft or no music, Mr. Bridgewater, 
Mr. William Mills, or some other of ghostly appearance, 
hath ascended, with a face all pale with powder, and a 
shirt all blood, with ribands; --but from none of these, 
nor from Phidias or Praxiteles, if they should return 
to life--no, not from the inimitable pencil of my 
friend Hogartq, could you receive such an idea of 
surprise, as would have entered in at your eyes had 
they beheld the Lady Booby, when those last words 
issued out from the lips of Joseph-- (I,8) 

Fielding paints another expression on one of his characters 

as he did on Lady Booby in her surprise ~t Joseph's reply. Parson 

Trulliber also becomes the recipient of a caricatured expression 

when he discovers that Parson Adams has not come to buy some of 

his prize hogs.· Instead he has come to borrow seven shillings~ 

Suppose a stranger, who entered the chambers of a 
lawyer, being imagined a client, when the lawyer was 



preparing his pa.lm for the fee~ sb.ould pull out 
a writ against himo Suppose an apothecary, at the 
door of a chariot containing some great doctor of 
eminent skill, should instead of directions to a 
patient, present him with a potion for himselfo 
Suppose a minister should~ instead of a round sum, 
treat my lord--, or Sir--, or Esq.;--~.with a good 
broomsticka Suppose a civil companion, or a lead 
captain, should, instead of virtue, and hoJ:1,our, and 
beauty, and parts, and admiration; thunder vice, and 
infamy, and ugliness, and folly, and contempt, in his 
patron's ears. Suppose when a tradesip.anfirst carries 
in his bill, the ·man of fashion should pat it; or 
suppose:1 if he did so~ the tradesman should abate 
what he had overcharged~ on the supposition of wait
ingo In shorti--suppose what you will, you µever can 
nor will suppose any thing equal to the asto!lishment 
which seized on Trulliber" as · soon as Adams had ended 
his speech. A while he rolled his eyes in silence; 
sometimes surveying Adams, then hi$ wife; then casting 
them on the ground, then lifting them up to heaven. (II,14) 

Some epic similes in JoseE_h Andrews tend to appear quite 

serious and almost moralizing out of context, for their delight 

is dependent upon the subject of comparison. For instance, the 

thief who robbed Joseph is caught and placed in a room for safe-

keeping. He .is guarded by the constable and the man who caught 

h:im, who will probably receive a reward. The captor leaves the 

constable to :watch t.he thief while he goes to the kitchen of the 

inn for refreshment. The constable~ alone in the room with the 

thief, discovers himself sleepy and figures With himself how he 

can take a nap without the captive overtaking him and escaping. 

The solution he chooses is to go outside the rootn and post his .. 

chair at the door so that the thief cannot get away. Unhappily~ 

he forgets about the window in the room and the thief takes 

advantage qf it. A seemingly serious simile then presents itself 
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to the author and some delight to the read~r. 

But human life, as hath been discovered by some 
great m~n or other (for I would by no means be 
understood to affect that honor of making any such 
discovery), very much resembles a game at .chess; 
for as in the latter, while a .gamester is too 
attentive to secure himself very strongly on one 
s:i,.de of the board, he is apt to leave an unguarded 
opening on the other; so doth it often happen in life; 
and so did it happen on this occasion; for whilst the 
cautious constable with such wonderful sagacity had 
possessed himself of the door, he most unhappily for-
got the window. · 

The thief who played on the other side, no 
sooner perceived this open:ing, thaIJ. he began to 
move that way; and findi.ng the passage easy, he 

, to.ok with him the young fellow I s hat, and without . 
any ceremony stepped into the street and made the 
best of his way. (I,16) 

One simile that bm::ders on the ridiculous is a particularly 

delightful one which describes the scene in which Fanny is nearly 

raped by a fellow traveler but is rescued by Parson Adams who 

happens to be nearby: 

As a game cock, when engaged in amorous toying 
with a hen, if perchance he espies another cock at 
hand, innnediately quits his female and opposes him~ 
self to his rival; so did the ravisher, on the informa
tion of the crabstick, immediately leap from the woman, 
and hasten to assail the man. (II,9) 

Consequently, Parson Adams finds himself in another heroic combat. 

Another simile paints a scene in which the reader, who is 

already acquainted with the characters of the novel, delights in 

the consistency of vi.rtue in both Adams and Joseph, Finding only 

one horse between them for transportation, an argument ensued: 

Perhaps, reader, thou hast seei;i. a contest between 
two gentlemen or two ladies quickly decided, though 
they have both a.;1serted they would not eat such a 
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nice morsel, and each insisted on the other's 
accepting it; but in reality both were very 
desirous to swallow it themselveso Do not 
therefore conclude hence 9 that this dispute 
would have .come to a speedy decision: for 
here both parties were heartily in earnest 9 

and it is very probably they would have 
remained in .the inn yard to this day, had 
not the good Peter Pounce put a stop to it •••• 
(III,12) 

One of the most comical comparisons is the one made of 

Parson Adams when he innocently and unknowingly slept with Fanny 

during that hapless night in Booby Hall: 

A,s the cat or lap-dog of some lovely nymph, 
for whom ten thousand lovers languish, lies quietly 
by the side of the charming maid, and ignorant of 
the scene of delight on which they repose, meditat1=s 
<.;apture of a mouse, or surprisal of a plate of brea4 
and butter, so Adams lay by the side of Fanny, ignorant 
of the paradise to which he was so near; nor could the 
emanation of sweets wh:ich flowed from her breath, over
power the fumes of tobacco which played in the parson's 
nostrilso (IV,14) 

Besides the near burle.sque in Fielding's similes, the reader 

may discover other instances in his work where the burlesque is 
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not confined to the dictiono For instance, there are the surprise 

meetings in the novel remi.n:i.scent of the epic rom1;1nce: Joseph 

and Adams in the inn when Joseph is supposedly dying from a 

hyjacking; the surprise meeting of Joseph with Adams and Fanny; 

the rescue by Mrso Slipslop in an inn of all three travelerso 

There is the contrived ending of the novel in which Fanny and 

Joseph are thought to be brother and sister for a while until it 

is disc9vered that Fanny is the sister of famela and Joseph is 

the son of Mr. Wilsono 



Lord Byron was to a,rgue that Fielding's burlesque did not 

descend to vulgarity, howevero In his Letters he commented 1,1pon 

Fielding's control: 

It /vµlgarity/ does not depend upon low themes, or 
even low language, for Fielding revels in bpth,-
but is he ever vulgar? No~ you see the man of 
education, the gentleman and the scholar, sporting 
with his subject--its master 1 not its slave.12 

Byron's contemporary~ William Hazlitt, though not commenting 

directly on Fieldingis work, also defended the use of burlesque, 

a term which he interchanged with parody and travesty: 

The secret of parody lies merely in transposing 
or applying at a ventu:re to any thing, or to the 
lowest objects, that which is applicable on+y to 
certain given things, or to the highe~t matters. 
'From the sublime to the ridiculous there is but a 
step,' rhe slightest want of unity of impression 
destroys the sublime; the detectiop. of the smallest 
incongruity is an infallible ground to rei:it the 
ludicrous upon, But in serious poetry, wh:i,.ch aims 
at riveting our affections, every blow must tell 
homeo The missing a single time is fatal, and 
undoes tqe spelL We see how difficult it is to 
sustain a continued flight of impressive sentiment: 
how easy it must be then to travesty or burlesq~e 
it, to flounder into nonsense, and be witty by 
playing the foolo It is a common mistake, h9wever, 
to suppose that parodies degrade, or i!llply a E!tigma 
on the subject; on the contrary, they in genera:!,. 
iml)lY something serious or sacred in the orig::j_nals. 
Without this they would be good for nothing; for t~e 
immediate contrast would be wanting, and with this 
they are sure to tello rhe best parodies are, 
accordingly, the best and most striking things 
reversedo Witness the common travesties of Homer 
and Virgil o 13 
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Though bordering on burlesque that exceeds diction, Fielding's 

poetic imagery merely serves to give his prose work a poetic 

quality that transcends the lowness of the traditio~al burlesqueo 



If it seems that he has violated his rules at any time, an 

examination will reveal that he, like his contemporary English 

writers, did not allow rules to stand in the way when it inter

fered with what was effective and most consistent with the entire 

work~ The skillful use of the burlesque in Joseph Andrews to 

make the novel comic simply proves that the author is in complete 

~ontrol of his worko 
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FOOTNOTES 

lThornbury, p. 98, quoting Aristotle's Poetics, ed. Lane 
Cooper, pp. 11-12. 

2Thornbury, p. 98. According to Sir Paul Harvey, The Oxford 
Companion to English Literature., 4th ed. (Oxford, 1967)-;-1:he 
Batramyomachia and the Margites were erroneously ascribed to 
Homer. 

3Kames, p. 200. 

4Quoted in Digeon, P• 233. 

Scross, p. 315. 

6Kames, p. 200. 

7Mack, ed., p. xii. 

8Thornbury, pp. 7-19. 

9Cross, pp. 321-323. 

10Dudden, p. 339. 

llDigeon, p. 83. 

12Alan D. McKillop, The Early Masters of English Fiction 
(Lawrence, Kansas, 1956), p. 110. 

13Quoted in Karnes, p. 204. 
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Cl-lAPTER IV 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Joseph ~ndrews is a burlesque wo:rk refl~cting the spirit of a 

changing age, an age in which. the traditional concept;: of burlesque 

is tempered by Fieldfog with a benevolence characteristf.c of an 

oncorntng age. The tra.ditfonal concept of burlesque, according to 

the earliest definitions of burlesque, was that exaggeration and 

cm( !.cature ridi.culed and mocked manners and works, thus provoking 

l~ughter and merriment. Often the exaggeration was so gross tpat 

it was not acceptable in pol:lte soci.ety as literary aJ;"t. As a 

result, the burlesque style was considered trivial and low, N~ver-, 

theless it served some of the greatest write~s o:f the day--Swift, 

I'ope, Gay--as an cffecti:ve ,rehicle for wit. Aware of its popul;ar 

m:1e ~ Shaftesbury n.oted that "the ablest negQtiators have been known 

the n.otablest buffoons; the most celebrated authors, the greatest 

masta:its of burlcsqu.e. 11 1 

Fielding's own backg1round in writing was influenced by the 

traditional def :i.ni tion of burlesque o Before tu1t'ning to the novel, 

Fleld.ing enjoyed some great sucee~s wi.th his drama't'J .. c comedies 

which he called farces.2 Among these were T,he Authorvs_ Fat'ce, The 

.!!~ of Tra_g~d,ie!_, and R±'i..::~.5l~in. Winfield Rogers, a twentieth 
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century critic, explores Fielding's theory in his Fielding's ~8:.,rlx 

Aesthetic and ~ique. He believes that Fielding's tarce was 

synonymous with traditional burlesque except that farce begfns with 

life while burlesque begins with some piece of literature or U.ter

ary style.3 With the possible exception of The Tra$edx of ~ra~e4ies, 

lie believes that Fielding never wrote a pure burlesque.4 

Rogers' belief may be valid since Fielding's theory of bur

lesque which he presents in his Preface to Joseph Andrews departs . 

theo~eti.c;dly from the traditional definition of burlesque. 

Logically, his readers would assume that J<;>se~h At\drews would fall 

i.nto the sam~ vein, much as his earlier Shamela had in spoofing 

Pamela. Perhaps, as bas been suggested, he did begin the novel as 

another burlesque of Pamela, but somewhere in the writing of it his 

own comic theory began to take shape. As~ result, the reader finds 

that Fielding's burlesque ta~es on a benevolence never before 

associated with it--that of eliminating ridicule except in the 

manner. Si.nee there are no apparent dictionary listings of the 

word f:rom 1719 to 1755, it is possible that tJte word had become 

divergent in its meaning and usage anyway. Sign:,..ficantly, however, 

Fiel.ding arti.culated his theory in the years when a spirit of 

sentimentality was markedly altering the literary spirit of the age, 

The reso.lting benevolence which gained strength ixi the romantic age 

altered the attitude of burlesque so th,t its sharp ridicule gave 

way to a more benign mock-heroic style, or parody. 

As Martin C. Battestin has noted, Fielding had a moral basis 
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to his art. The purpose of the ridicule in the novel was to i,nstru~t 

and delight the reader by making him laugh at the affectations of 

vanity and hypocrisy in others. The benevolence e~tended to his 

theory of the ridiculous allowed no ridicule of any deformity or 

unnatural thing unless it exhibited vanity or hypocrisy. Wi,th the 

separation of the ridicule of men and manners from a burlesque which 

was confined strictly to diction, Fielding limited toe moral function 

of burlesque. But perhaps in limiting it strictly to delight he 

accorded to it the most desirable function in the novel. In the 

Prefacr he points out that his chief purpose in inclµdin~ burlesque 

is for the entertainment of the learned reader. And this very 

charactefi~tic is what makes the novel a comic-: work,· 

The mock~heroic was an accepted style in the eighteenth cen~ury, 

illus~rated in the classic work by Pope, :!'.!!!. Rape ..2f the t.ock. IJL 

the definition of burlesque in 1719 one of its characteristics was 

"a mock Poet~y." Fielding does not call Joseph Andrews a mock

heroic work, but his distinction that burlesque will be admitted 

only in, the diction relates his work specifically to the mock 

heroic. Other likenesses have already been noted. Rogers' study 

identifies burlesque in diction as the mock heroic. It is inter

esting to speculate why Fielding so carefully theorized upon hi~ 

"parodies and burlesque imitations" when he could have easily called 

his comic element mock heroic, Perhaps the knowledge that his work 

would a.~tQmatically be labeled burlesque led him to defend it by 

diverting the reader's attention to a variation on purlesque. 



Perhaps the terminology more accurately suited h,is intention. 

Whatever the reasons for Fielding's particular articulati.on 

of his theory, it remains that Joseph Andrews is a comic wor~ 

because of a studied burlesque--a burlesque which Fielding 

manipulates in order to place his novel as a representative 

work of the divergent spirit of the age in which it was 

w:ri,tten. 



FOOTNOTES 

l 11Freedom of Wit and Humour," CharacteriEitics, I, 44. 

2Rogers, "Fielding's Early Aesthetic and Technique," p. 27. 

3Ib:id., p. 30. 

4Ibid., p. 26. 
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